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UK gets record $92 mi{l,io·~·Jrf~r~·jts, :_> :.F;' . . . . 
- . '" ., .. , - · . . ' ·.. l'.1_ • i Ll:XINGTONHERALO-tEADEWLEXINGTOWKY TUESDAY AUG . -· · Faculty and staff at the Uruvers1ty of Kentucky got a record $92 · · · • · · • • • .. .. , UST 4, 1 
millio.n in grants ,and oth~ ~Uts!fie funding last .Yfll!, ru,i \net"~~ ,ofj Upward Bound gets $200 000 grant 
more than 30,percent from figures forr:the prev10us year. ·· · · - · , .,., .. ·· . , ....... -· ·c· ·-•-•. ...-... , . , . , 
. :, '.'We have 'set a't6ne artd expectatioii here that,'jllirticuliiiiy giv~1 • WASHINGTON, i,_c, ... ,/Toe:tJ.s. !¥~eriiof Education h 
the tight b~dget situation in the ·s)ate,. we 'expect _faculty to -~e given a $200,000 granLto• fu,e Lexing\on £oriununity Collegi 
entreprenew;ial,·and they've responded very well," .said Lee .. Magid, · Upward Bound .. program.,.(:,.,,.,,-. · ,· ',~.~··,. ;.:::-,·',:. . .-:':', • .. ·. 
vice president for research and graduat_e·studies. ·•:~ ·,:·•' .: •.:: .• .:.: . 'U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell.announced yest~y .that ·the gra 
_,,.;,From Ju!Y. 1,.1991, to.June 30 of th1s·year, UK.received money· will fund .the program.through Aug. 31, 1993. ; ·. ·. 
from .at least_23 lede~ar agencies; tlie_ state, 103~indtistry"ari!i trade-: ·· : Upw_ard Bom:d is _clesigried to generate skills /md motivation f 
related or~tions and 57 foundations _;rod n()p.-profit grouP,s. ·· su~ m education fur, low-income high schooFsfudents, McConm 
That to~ed $92,194,384, compared ;o $69.Tm,iJ!ion the previous said. The Upward Bound staff works with studen~_throughout hi! 
year. · · :" . ".,,. ··· . . >-~/ .. :~·:;:.'.·:.:,_ .. _.' school to prepare them for college.- '"'·"""'•··-'· .... ,,., 
· •· This "external funding" includes 'grants, contracis and money for 
research, instruction anq P.Ublic 'servic projects:'~::;·w ."·;-.,.' :: ·: 
• There were· 1,400 individual projects" funded, aR increase of about 
3CX) • .'' . :~.,- _;: ..... :1 .. ··. , .. :., ~ .~·:-:::·· ---{~·--;· . 
-A service of the Office of _Media Relations-
•' 
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WKU football tick~t~:tffive/· 
a succ~ss before,-i-t _;siaris~?Jif 
·~ .., . ·>·.: ·:: :-.~•· .:· :~:.~~~t:-~1~:1·:1.s11.:l~1~/~;~_: 
By JIM TERHUNE - · ·.-_., l : · from the university to reach the budget'fi_g, 
Staff Writer · · · : , ure. A total of. $88,000 is still .needed from 
. _.. :··'·-- · · .. · • season-ticket sales but,.Marciimi"said:."We 
With 2,000 season tickets already sold, can open up with no problem. The response 
more than any other year in the history of has been as good as we ·CQwd. hope for:'!, 
Western Kentucky University football, the Also, head coach· Jack Harbaugh · again 
1 1992 season is moving closer to reality, ath- has seven assistants, incliiiling five full-tim• 
letic director Lou Marciani said yestel'/lay. ers. He was. told at the board-meeting in I 
~er football y.,as nearly dropped last . April_ that ~e schoor would fund_ only ~ ! 
sp:1fig, the athletic department was told to · full-time md~s and no Part-timers, foi' t)"ils ! 
rmse $315,000 to meet the $765,000 WKU's season. He reacted by. saying,. 'IL will .not ! 
Board of Trustees approved~ a ~iling for field _a temn _if it y.,as not properly_p,epal]!I.' 
the sport's budget. ·· ·· ' '"• ···· ·., -- .. , ... physically and mentally,,.· - : • · · J 
Marciani said $62,000 worth of season -'The luckiest additio;is"~;Muriaf a • 
tickets had been sold with the season-ticket WKU assistant from 1969,77. .. who had offi-
drive not to officially start until tomorrow. cially retired as a WKU. employee. Murray, ' 
"We'ye _sol~ 2,000 on emoti?nal appeal," a former head coach. at Shawnee High 
M8fCllll11 S8ld "Now, boom, 1t should take School in Louisville, was.hired for a mini-
off." . · ·-_ . . . _. · ·· ' .. -., mum (and tuidiscloseli) amounfof. money 
M~ however, added that _the sea- on a 100-day ~onb:lct :with-~ _b~nefits P.~4 , 
son-ticket goal bas been lowered to 3,000 for by the uruvers1ty .... ,"" .,-c,:· •• , .•. ,, •~i,· I 
fromthe5,000statedas_theobjectiveinlate . .- "What a ·bonus" '.said' Harbaugh· who 
April. But he also said that with the Hilltop- -added that he has ::Oiitributed.$6 aoo'of his 
p~r Athletic Foundation "on target'' to con- own salary to help fund J:l!e. $ff.• ..... With, : 
tribuJe $60,000, guarantees ~m opponents out Lee Murray, we could ,not liave done . 
totaling $85,000 and an anticipated $10,000 this. l think having a: guy who brings more . 
each form concessions and corporate span- · · , '"' . ~- ' 
sorsbips, the $315,000 should be realized. · · 
The money is to combine with $450,000 
'.experience· tliaii ;me. and· a. tremen-
;~~ f o:ving fo(We§t~m ,to the pro-
'""m is ·a great thing "· · · ~-- .. •·J_:.,y:..., .. : 
.:,.\Murray will· coach, the ,,running 
backs:· Rick. Denstodf ' reinaiils as, 
;the•offensive line coach;. Doug Mal-
l9iy· (Indiana coach, !3ill Mallory's 
·.~on). becomes defensive coordinator 
l!)l,d · responsible. for the. secondary, 
'arid. Dori Yaranii moyes from part-
,t1f full:lime status in charge of the. 
, -linebackers. · · . : 0~·t!i1{:tj -._, ~·-- , . . 
·:::The fifth full-timer is _Scott Kellar, 
a. foriner Indianapolis Colts. ilefen-. 
_sive tackle qiming_·_rroni :DuPage, 
Ill., Junior .College. He has. the de-
·f!lniiive _line: :Tom Riy1r"_wil1 .. be· a, 
'patt,timer coaching the tight ends. 
· Mike Settles, liilebai:ker · at Eastern 
:llllilois _last season, .will.be a gradu-
·ate assistant. , , · · · · . 
}fr:Hlll'haugb said that ''sixor'seven" 
players; including flanker and part-
. time starter Mike Brumbelow; have 
leftthe·squa·· ii. ;,:,· •.,,· ... ,·. •·. 
.. • I - ·••·· 
·: ··:'.The situation here .had some-. 
thing to., do' with it'.·for 'lliost of 
thein," Harbaugh said "Andy Burt 
. (a backup center);-,whose uncle· and 
'-fiitlier. played. at .Westei'n; · said it's 
'just not whaf it .was then.'.' .,. -!: . 
,.,:But t!l!! •People iii charge sounded 
, upbeat )'.ester~!IY BllJ!i!lY; · awaited 
the.µ-eslj_men,,-who. report.Sunday, 
: ind the varsity, wbicliJIITives Aug. 
12. . . . . ' . . 
~•'.'The thing that impressed me 
most this spring was the maturity of 
·the-players," Harbaugh said "They 
helped me. through it. The basically 
, said the, things. tliey could control, 
they'd.take control of. This was out 
of. their control: They said they'll 
make a statement on Sept. 5 (when 
Western opens against Eastern Ken-
tucky)." 
Said Marciani, "I feel comfort-
able. If the kids come back enthusi-
astic, the Western Kentucky torch 
·will continue." 
(, ., 
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'LExiNGTON 1:tERALD'.LEADER, LEXINGTON~ KY.;· wEDNESDAY,AUGUST,5,.1992 
t~!e!~1~~~,~~¥4tR;.i2~i~~elQ,Q{J9F_g,iQ~. · · 
·1or':fi AGt.i'n~9~.,.,::·co11.e·g·· ·e:~{fin.a'r,ciat::;aid ·;: : .. ::.., .. w .,. f{" . 1? J. .. ,,., . k '\,, . . ' I• j· ~\ '·· •·i. ,;:,'' " i .. 
!\';.~: ;.-~,;~ ,;~ i!'•'' t 1f~ • •, • :; :. : \, • ' ! , • (~ •~ ~~:;I j•J~ ~ 1 I •' : • '. 
A•t0f!~ted "."'"",~) • : 1-W'\' ' ; t; · }':'.\ "· ;.. . ,,. , . }Loans :(fpr 'p~hts), Stlpplemerital 
. 1A,SHL~.& A[~~te ~ge!JCY; ' La~t year,,.(he, Kentucky 4KLoaris for. Stud~ts :.!111~ its,-~rm 
hahlrenewed·;l1ts'1 anrtualzdrive•:to' 'H'1'g·[,er Edu'·c"a· t1'ofi'l;!'0,' · l?,;· . ;.',},Work-study proarnm ;,:· ·, ,,,:-, 
I :1~;~fen%r,m0nt·ttpay_fj. {'ssls~n?ef~uthoRi 1.4~t :. ff" ,J T~e;~thorii";J,;~~td~ free . 
\ ."J..ast 'eal':'the'l<enhtcki,l!ti her"' $114.1~m1lllon to 47,531-' ~t Pl3Jl!l111&'." matermls f~r studen~. 
eEd · · Y "A · · ... ' ' ,& · ,_,. •· d ·t · · . '1. seeking.college or.vocational educa-· : Ucation,·' ~istance-: Authonty:,1,stu ens and oversaw $21.1 : "non.'·' ,a,"a':,:J,..,,,, i ;'(' a:,.,, ·, " 
.Jent.,114.lnulhonbi,:i7,53l•~tu- ,··.·11·· · ts·t ·. ·· .: ... ·, .- .. :. • · ·· · .. 
•dents'and oversaw'$2LVmillimi in-t!~I. ~~n .m ,gran . '.!?:,;~QJ 'q1;'\ i, \Al~o av~bl~ 1s ~ ~k lis~ 
grants to an a~di9o~_p,922. ~S?•• ;,~9~q1tior~!i?!i~~;1:Si-ri/'n·;, .,';j ,fi~p~ q 31q. pr9WFs 'available: 
786 scholarships tolalmg $3.4·mil• ,,, .•.. ,.I., , , ... , ·✓;,:· , .• ::, h, , :· .,, · .. :1 ,from a. vanety<·of sourtes, and. 
•lion were awarded to teachers;-:,;.,~,,.,,,,.;,-•. ,.· ...... , "! ., .• ,,...~ ... ,,.· .. ,,.~;_,. , ,, .. ,..,,., packets,that help students iind their, 
·;;i.- 'Besides., aclmin,istering stµdent,:- ': "In, a~ditioni;we,li!ive ~omia. ,;/ar~ts p~e{laj'e fer higher. ed~ca' 
grant .: and · loan;\!Jro~1::•~~i]' 0.tion hfe on fun«!jng from ~~ntl!c!cY 7J J~r. ill\d 1~ abou,t final)cial aid. 
authonty, acts as a referral ·seryice• Tech,. and. from·~~oµie companies Another program helps parents 
for othei:, financial,~cj l!~~~le,.to ,:;,31J:?. oreyniz11\i~~~:• ~r'nst,sai?, ,,: . saye .. for,higher education costs of 
Kentucky stµ~~ts.;· /f. >:'if r -~: 11'he_',authonty.-oversees College c~ilcJre~. younger than 15, begin• 
"Most· of 1t 1s adm1mstered by "Access Program ··grants, Kentucky mng ·with a trust account opened 
•,the .. institutions ··themselves,'/" •saidi ~ r,:J;'uition: · Grants; :· :its'Town,., teacher. ; with a minimum of $25. Earnings 
'Janice Ernst; manager,of .the, agert. '..,.·scholarships, Patil.l;>ougias Teaclier from those savings are exempt from 
cy's managenieilt services brariclil'•1 • Scholarships, Stafford Loans, PLUS Kentucky taxes. · ' ' 
fi.tE COURIER.JOURNAi:: WEDNES_DAY,-AUGiJST 5, 1992 . 
Budget cuts· force U of L.- ~'!~e!0:J~~~:-,:t~~r:ti~~ 
· · • ... , .... -~·.: Saence and Data Processmg that 
to O~e· r, ~e~-.,:er classe· s ·. ·.' were taught by the Sp.eed Sch?ol . II. I ... I. I , Y Y ' . :. : last year. So the college is offenng 
. . · · • •· • . " 1 departments have carefully chosen fewer business courses but expects 
By BEN z. HERSHBERG · : ·. . , classes to cut or combine into larger , .\III increas~ in the number of stu-
Staff Writer·' · ·: • · . : , -:1 classes. ·-··- :$1ents wanting those courses. 
· · , ·· · · · I · the -ciass lists as of early this 1: ·. Because of budget cuts last year, 
. Some University of Louisville stu-' summer showed 5,521 classes will ·the C;Ollege lost part-time intructors 
dents who show up to register next, be offered, down nearly 7 percent• ' )Vho would have taught more than 
week will get a quick course on eco- 1 from last fall. Otto said those num- '•~o classes this year, Kelley said. But 
ilomics: Because of last year's; hers will change by th~ end.of regis'. :li's likely enrollment will increase 
$12 il:iillion budget cut there will be tration. · · ' ' . . · · ;~ecause students will be scrambling 
fewer classes offered this year. than, Based on the lists of fall classes, to get Into. the college under old ad-
last. · , · • · ,, · ·1 the departments hit hardest by i:!ass 'tnlssions and curriculum require-
... Overall, the number of .classes! reductions include: · · · : 'ments which won't be available·to 
will be cut 7 percent. But ·in some 
1 
■ The School of Education, which. them next year. . . . · 
depiiiiments; the number of classes, earlier this summer .listed 424 : An additional complication in bal-
has beeii cilt as inilch as 25 percent,. classes, compared with 576 last fall... imcing . more students. with less 
according to class lists prepared this/ Part of the reduction is due to fewer.. money for instructors 'is the accredi-
summer.1 . . .. ,. .. ,. '. l . -i independent-study sections listed_ so ,tation visit, pie co4ege expects this 
Many students hiive registered in I far and, fewer small classes bemg· tan, Kelley said; · · · .. " · .. " 
lidvi!n~'and ~ 1like!ypo ger the offered "this year, said !'5s~te. i-_.Some,;llepartm~nts.already,. are 
courses. they want._:But · those• who; Dean James A. McLo'!ghlln. '' \: · . · teaching, as. many· students as they 
.~t. 111\til: "late". _registration --'.:'
1 
· Class· ~lzes have mcreased,, In •,~'with the faculty they:have 1!!1, 
which tuns from Aug. 12 to Aug. 26, some departments, he said,· and, so'. der accreditation guidelines:· ' · 
~- ;: inay, be /n for a_ rud~ awakening.~ far he'.s .had _few: complaints,. about-! ;;; ,. Mosi-llltely,. the College will have 
"People who don't get !he ~lasse;i ·•. students' havmg trouble finding the : to . ciit I back .' ori some .. beginning 
ther Wll!lt may. ~ot ~alize. 1t until classes they need. But enro):1ment is : classes for undeigradtilite students 
registration,~ smd Jun · Howard, . •4 percent greater now than it.was at: iiiJ.d, entiy,cliisses for its master's of 
~re~ident of th~ 0 of 1,l !!tudentGQ.v•,i this time last year, McLaughlin said; ' business · admlnistnition .. _students, 
emment Association.. ■The Speed Scientific School Kell said. . .-. · . · . ·. . 
"The bu~get cu~ pave elimlnat~ tnow lists 3~0 'classe1f for· this fall 1 , .•-iie are really trying to ·do every-
the coll~ge s flexibility, so S!)me stu• compared with 3.93 last fall. But the · thing we can to meet students; 
~e~ts ,Wi.11 have a harder time _get- 53 classes it offered last fall in ~or- needs," he said. · ., · .· 
ting the ~!15s~ · or the class times . mation science and data process~ , , Further clouding the registration 
th!!Y, want.. smd_Aaron Kelley, ass'?" have been moved to the College of picture is a change in the deadline 
elate dean of tlie College- of BUSl• Business and.Public ~tion: . · k 
ness )ind Publi~ A~tI'!'tion.., " :lfhe list, shows ,aii]iicrease of eiglif. ~f 1%e.!!0 :;, ~u~
11
1!1;. =kw:s 
''.At.some pomt ~.will.Just have -c:lilsses In chemical engineering and 'year to the·Saturday before school 
to iiay,-'No, rm so/:IY,,Y.C?u, ;, W<!!ft,.~ •feductions,,ln• most, other :depart'· ... ...;,~.-,,'. .. ,,,,.1 •. ,.' .... , ,: ,. , '.· ,,. bl t tln.•11 ' ·d •·. . C ~UII ... , • • ' ••" a e. o,ge , · ·' · • ·lilents;., ,/,.~,··•• ... ,.,,.,. "Th h hil 'f II dinih 
Kathleen Otto, director of regis- '"'■ th/Coliege·of'B~iliess.'.and'::_,. ,ol~ebywAog v2e2n oe~tbeea.bl toe 
tration said that so far she's heard · · . . · Administrati • • lists-·· 3i9 , o,:uoo . u • · w n . e of few problems with students' find- Public,.. . . · on · • : repster this fall, Otto .said._ But they 
Ing classes they need. Although classes this fall, . so far, comp~d will b: able t~- add or drop classes 
fewer classes are available, she -A service of the Office of Media Relat1ons-
~Alil_ tc::nm11 rb1~!:PQ AM b1nr11r. and 
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KSU Foundation records show 
no sign of dubious spending~,;: 
• • .. ,• ··•.• ,✓-;· ',t-!/ ' 
Herald-Leader staff report 
FRANKFORT - Kentucky 
State University's Foundation 
opened some of its records yester-
day, but there was no evidence of 
the rumored lavish trips or interest-
free loans to college employees. 
Instead, in the 700 or so docu-
• The private organii;alion 
says it has no obligation to _ 
open its records to the 
public, but did so to dispel 
rumors. 
tion, Gaines said, and ~'.ffgtif all 
future requests for records:.~::: ·,,1: 
Only the expense and enieriain-
ment records have been _opened so 
far. Other documents, sucli as au-
dits and financial statements, are 
still secret 
ments, were expense forms for 
alumni catfish fries, athletic recep- ing. 
tions, conference bills and home- Attorney Paul Gaines said the 
coming activities. foundation decided to release the 
State Journal editor Carl West-
said the newspaper would not' com-
ment on the records. KSU lmders 
also declined to release a statement 
Foundation officials could not be 
reached. . , .. .. . The documents were part of a records to dispel all the rumors. 
1989 request by The State Journal Yesterday morning, two boxes of 
of Frankfort for expense and enter- requests and receipts, kept since THE COURIER.JOURNAL. THURSDAY, AUGUST 6. 1 
tainment records from the founda- July l, 1986, were opened. 
lion, KSU's pri~te. fund-raising When the Frankfort newspaper Corrections 
arm. made its request in 1989, it asked 
The foundation fought the re- for five years- worth of documents, 
quest, but the Kentucky Supreme Gaines said. But the only ones still 
Court _ruled in June that it was a available were from 1986 to the 
public agency and its records are present, he said. 
. A 5!-ory about University of Louisville reg-
istration yesterday gave the wrong deadline 
for adding and dropping courses. Students 
can register in person, for fall classes Aug. 
12 through Aug. 22. If they have registered 
by Aug. 22, they can drop or add courses 
through Aug. 28. 
open to scrutiny. Attorneys for the ·The foundation still considers 
foundation.have asked for a rehear- itself a orivate, non-profit corpora-
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentucky Tuesday, August 4, 1992 
Funds available 
to help '92 grads 
pay college costs 
By GEORGE WOLFFORD 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
As 1992 high school gradu-
ates begin to pack their bags 
for college, the Kentucky 
Higher Education Assistance 
Authority has renewed its an-
nual drive to help students 
find funds to pay for their con-
tinued education. 
Pointing out that c_osts of 
college education have risen 
drastically in recent years, the 
authority - a state govern-
ment agency that administers 
student grant and loan pro-
grams - has issued a re-
minder of its services. 
Last year, the agency loaned 
$114.122,320 to 47,531 students 
and oversaw the granting of 
$21,151;157 to another 27,922. 
Additionally, 786 scholar-
ships totaling $3.383,596 were 
awarded to teachers through 
the authority. 
The authority also acts as a 
referral service for other fi. 
nancial aid available to Ken-
tucky students. . 
selves." said Janice Ernst, 
manager of the agency's man-
agement services branch. 
"In addition, we have infor-
mation here on funding from 
Kentucky Tech, and from 
some companies and organiza-
tions," Ernst said. 
The authority oversees Col-
lege Access Program grants, 
Kentucky Tuition Grants, its 
own teacher scholarships, 
Paul Douglas Teacher Scholar-
ships, Stafford Loans, PLUS 
Loans (for parents), Supple-
mental Loans for Students and 
its own work-stucl.y program. 
The authority also provides 
free planning materials for 
students seeking college or vo-
cational education, like "Get-
ting In," a book on admis-
sions, costs, financial aid and 
academic program infor-
mation for Kentucky's post 
secondary schools. 
Also available is "Affording 
Higher Education," a book 
listing financial aid programs 
available from a variety of 
sources, and Success.Tliroug]i: 
Educational Planning packets, 
which help students in grades 
8-12 - and their parents -
prepare for higher education 
and learn in advance about fi. 
nancial aid. 
Another program, the Ken-
tucky Educational Savings 
Plan Trust, helps parents, 
grandparents or other benefac-
tors save in .a planned way for 
higher education costs of chil-
dren under 15 years of age, bE!'-
ginning with a trust account 
opened with a minimum of 
$25. Earnings from those sav-
ings are exempt from Ken-
tucky taxes. 
"Most of it is administered 
by. the, instituti~n-~;t:.thelll-~ -A service of the Office of Media Relations-
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., THURSDAY, AUGUST 6, 1992 
New proposal foresees hi_gb-t~ch: UK _basketball museum 
dusty trophies, jerseys and .a 'wa]j 'bf statistl~ .. ;, ~ut becaUSll:, of, sagging: city_;_ revenu~ 
cal infonnatiori, a panel of UK basketball ·Mayer Scotty. Baesler and Vice Mayor ~ 
supporters agreed yesterday.. · Miller recently put. the plans for the cultural 
By Donte Bean . 
Herald-Leader staff wrll8r 
Would you pay to participate in a fast 
break with the Fabulous Five? Or watch a 
videotape of the University of Kentucky's 85-
51 win over the University of Louisville in 
1986? 
Center and either.the Embry's or Lowenthal's 
· buildings on the Ben Snyder's block, an area 
on East Main Street bought as the site of the 
cultural center. · · The panel will look at putting high-tech center on hold unit! at least 1994. 
"virtual reality" computer equipment into the The committee reconvened yesterday to 
museum to help attract repeat visitors. consider making the basketball ll)Useum a 
The idea for a basketball museum has 
been around since the late 1970s. 
A tentative plan for a University of 
Kentucky basketball museum in Lexington is 
back on the drawing board, this time as a 
stand-alone attraction for the downtown area. 
A smaller museum for UK basketball was separate facility and to suggest locations. 
proposed last year as part of the city's plans The basketball museum "is one part (of 
to build a downtown cultural center. the cultural center) that could stand alone and 
A committee of UK basketball supporters, has received great public acceptance through-
headed by state Rep. Jim LeMaster, D-Paris, out the community," Baesler said. 
At that time, an entirely different commit-
tee proposed a museum centered on the UK 
basketball legacy and late UK coach Adolph 
R\JPP, whose fans were looking for a place to 
Such a museum needs to be more than worked on that proposal. Site possibilities include the Lexington 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., THURSDAY, AUGUST 6;1992 
U of L wins $500,000 grant from EPA 
LOUISVILLE - The University of Louisville has won a U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency grant of about $500,000 to train 
federal and state hazardous-waste inspectors and regulators for the 
next three years, 
The grant will be matched with state and local services, including 
professors' time. 
. EPA spokesman Hagan Thompson said U of L won the grant, 
which had been held by Mississippi State University since 1988 in a 
regional competition. Universities compete every three years t~ run 
the training program, he said. 
~he training is in n:anaging, hazardous waste, issuing permits 
and mspectmg for compliance. It 1s for federal and state personnel in 
Kentucky, North and South Carolina, Florida, Georgia, Mississippi, 
Alabama and Tennessee. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, THURSDAY, AUGUST 6, 1992 
Opinion says Murray regents wrong 
MURRAY, Ky. - The state attorney general's office said in an 
opinion that the Murray State University board of regents violated 
Kentucky's Open Meetings Law on March 17 when it met in pri-
vate to discuss budget cuts. 
The board had cited a section of the law that allows closed 
sessions when the discussion involves the appointment, discipline 
or dismissal of an employee. 
Assistant Attorney General Thomas R. Emerson said Tuesday 
that the exception applies only when a specific case is discussed 
- not when the discussion involves general personnel matters. 
The opinion was requested by Paducah attorney Mark Whitlow 
on behalf of The Paducah Sun, which on Monday filed a request 
for minutes or tapes from the meeting, as well as any documents 
distributed to board members. 
James Overby, attorney for the university, wasn't available for 
comment. 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, FRIDAY, AUGUST 7, 1992 
KSU foundation unveils recorils 
FRANKFORT, Ky. -The Kentucky State University Foundation 
opened some of its records on Wednesday, but there was no evi-
dence of the rumored lavish trips or interest-free_ loans to college 
employees. 
Instead, in the 700 or so documents were expense forms for 
alumni catfish fries, athletic receptions, conference bills and 
homecoming activities, They. were part of a 1989 request by The 
Stat~ Journal of Frankfort for expense and entertainment records 
from the foundation, KSU's private fund-raising arm. 
house his memorabilia and ,a 
trophy presented each year in his 
memory. 
The Lexington Center was the 
site proposed in the 1970s and 
1980s for the Rupp Museum. Plans 
fell through after a leasing dispute 
between the Lexington Center Corp. 
and the Steams Co,, which at that 
time leased mall and hotel areas 
now owned and operated by the 
Lexington Center Corp. 
The group collected $40,000 in 
public donations for the museum. 
Baesler said it was premature \o 
talk about what role the city would 
take in financing the project, other 
than that local government would 
provide the capital to set up the 
museum. 
Other issues the committee and 
museum consultants Gail Lord and 
Hugh Spencer will look at include: 
• Size. The consultants have 
said minimum size for a stand-alone 
museum should be at least 5,000 to 
8,000 square feet, although it was 
proposed for less than 2,000 square 
feet of the cultural center. 
• Audience. The numbedi(visii; 
tora it might attract:and ,where't)leyl 
could be expected i'o: come from. , _;; 
• Cost. How much it would i:Js{ 
to build and operate; what ru:liiim-,·\·, 
sion fees should lie cliiirgecf rufd 
what revenues it might generate •. 
• Exhibits. Wh:itJhe museum 
should contain. · ' >. ·, . 
, '.fhe panel plans to visit !leV~I 
similar sports. museums - such aiil 
the Indiana Hall of Fame - to look 
at the types of exhibits that have 
been successful. · . .. 
Baesler, a former :UK basketball ' 
player under Rupp; has said he is 
personally committ!!(l to trying· to-
get the basketball museum built. · 
He wantli the committee to work 
quickly and submit its, recomineri' 
dations by November, he said. 
Baesler, the Demociatic1;ncimi-
nee for the 6th Congressional' Dis-
trict, is considered the leading con-
tender in the race. If he wins, he 
would leave the mayor's office at 
year's end. 
The o"aily Independent. Ashland, Kentucky Monday, August 3, 1992 
Music hits 
• responsive 
note in life 
Flippin wears 
many hats 
By JIM MALONE 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - The hills 
around Jay Flippin's: -south-
ern Virginia home did not 
block the blues that;IegeIJd-
ary disc jockey Joliil-R"would · 
spin at WLAC, a powerful. 
Nashville radio station, 
Listening nightly to the 
soulful parade of black art-
ists, Flippin would dream of 
the Apollo Theater in Harlem 
and the performers who. 
graced its stage. 
But in 1953, as a 7-year-old 
with a severe case of asthma, 
there was little for Flippin to 
do after school but remain in 
the safety of his home. .. 
With five or six hours a 
day of idle time on·· his 
hands, he took up the . piano. 
He outgrew the. asthm11 .. five 
years later, but the music,-• 
Flippin learned would be- · 
come his life. · 
"When that's all you have 
to do, you get pretty good at 
it," he told a visitor recently 
over lunch, dipping a pile of 
french fries into a sizable pud-
dle of steak sauce at a More-
head restaurant. 
When he graduated from 
tiny Mars Hill College in 1968, 
Flippin stepped squarely into 
an age of momentous social 
upheaval: riots, protests and 
drugs. His first big gig was a 
wild ride. 
The kid who spent most of 
his early life behind a key-
board was now an ac-
complished musician, so good 
in fact that he signed on as 
keyboard player for the na-
tional tour of soul singer Wil-
son Pickett. 
"It was a heady time - for a 
while," said Flippin, a More-
head State University associ-
ate professor of music. 
Flippin joined Pickett just 
before he first came to MSU as 
a graduate assistant. Pickett 
was cresting at the peak of his 
popularity, riding the success 
of mid-'60s hits like "In the 
Midnight Hour" and "Mus-
tang Sally." 
Flippin, who once dreamed 
of the Apollo, performed there. 
The months-long tour went up 
the Eastern seaboard, hit De-
troit, Cleveland, Chicago, Lou-
isville and ended -in Denver. 
But the luster of performing 
with a world-class, band soon 
dulled. Pickett,· who rode in a 
Cadillac, probably didn't know 
many of his band members, 
whotrailed.~;.;i; well;wied· bus, 
Fllpi.!~:SaidH~'i~ tin 111-M., 
it!liWiMGNrJAMlmEIMi! 
As a religious man fresh out 
of a Baptist college, (he en-
rolled to become a minister of 
music) Flippin saw Pickett's 
band members shoot heroin to 
cope with the grueling road 
schedule. Late in. the tour, 
when the venues were farther 
apart, they sometimes would 
cover 600 to ·700 miles a day. 
"We had no road crew," 
Flippin recalled. "It would be 
3 a.m. when we would get the · · 
equipment loaded and then 
we'd ride all night. We would 
wake up at noon at a Mc-
Donald's somewhere. We took 
our showers in the bathroom 
on the bus. It was a real expe-
rience." 
Tour life also gave Flippin a 
firsthand look at discrimina-
tion. He slept in black motels 
and dined in black restaurants 
with the mostly all-black back-
up band. 
. "The band didn't care what 
color I was as long as I could 
play," Flippin recalled. "Still, 
I learned a lot about life." 
Flippin also has backed up 
other notables, including 
Johnny Rivers, the Tempta-
tions, the Spinners, Earl Tho-
mas Conley and the Drifters. 
But while his musical talent 
may win him fame - he was 
named Man of the Year in 
1991 in his home county in 
Virginia - it's a business 
sideline that keeps him oc-
cup1ect. -
He composes advertising jin-
gles. Perhaps his most memo-
rable: "We do chicken right" 
for Kentucky Fried Chicken 
and "We're American Air-
lines." 
"He is regarded by most to 
be the top (recording) session 
player in the state," said Tom 
Skidmore, chief executive of-
ficer of Image Arts Advertis-
ing and Marketing Inc., an 
award-winning production 
company in Berea where Flip-
pin works. 
Flippin's greatest feelings 
come from seeing the students 
he has taught in his 24 years 
make it in the highly competi-
tive music industry. · 
"Basically, I teach whatever 
kind of piano people want to 
know," he says with a grin. 
Notable student success sto-
ries include: Barton Stevens of. 
Grayson, keyboardist for Billy 
Ray Cyrus; Scott J. Wojahn of 
Los Angeles, who has written 
Reebok commercials,- and Lisa, 
Palas, a Nashville songwriter 
who's penned, more· than 35., 
songs that · have ·reached the , 
Country Top .. 411--.chart!t}l'.,e,~ 
corded by Alabama; ·Randy • 
'I;r,avis, Conway Twitty and., 
Ilee Greenwood. ::;.o:: t,4;~ 
Palas calls Flippin "incred-
ibly talented; one of the most 
talented men I've ever met. 
He's also a very good friend." 
Many students attend More-
h~ad to be able to study under 
his mfluence, she said. 
So why does a man who has 
played with the best remain in 
the hills of northeastern Ken-
tucky? 
In. a ;yard, it's job security. 
F11ppm 1s at home in More-
head_. which has a recognized 
music program. 
He's an hour from Lexing-
ton where he's keyboardist for 
the Lexington Philharmonic 
and accompanist for the Lex-
ington Singers, 
He's also a deacon, organist, 
de facto choir director and 
minister of music at the First 
Baptist Church in Morehead. 
"I've seen seen him get in 
from performing with an hour 
or less of sleep and then he's 
at the church on Sunday" 
said the Rev. John. Mantooth 
Flippin's pastor. ' 
"I think he takes commit-
ment into the secular world. 
He learns how to be a good ex-
ample. He plays in many 
many settings but his spiritu-
ality and commitment go with 
him." 
Always a musician, Flippin 
also performs with his pop 
band Dynasty and a smaller 
com!)<> ror wedding.receptions 
and dances. Dynasty books for 
about $1,500 a night.· . '\ 
"I'm a Weekend WarriOr· ,; 
says Flippin. "It help~pay the 
bills." 
He can recount gig stories 
that would rival the Blues 
Brothers'. 
Success comes from a mix-
ture of natural talent and hard 
work, Flippin believes. But the 
extremely successful perform-
ers are blessed with a lot of 
talent and incredible drive he 
said. ' 
. In his spare moments, Flip-
pm works crossword puzzles 
brain teasers and reads. He es'. 
timates he spends two hours a 
day playing piano and another 
two hours listening to jazz, 
Top 40, country and classical 
music. He still. finds- time for· 
his family and makes even 
~ore time to arrange scores of 
pieces for marching.· bands and 
0~11r · musical : groups~ he as-
sists. 
. ~er, retiri?g from teaching 
m eight.or nme years,-Flippin 
said. he., might considerhnov-
ing to a· major· milsl.cFbenter 
s~ch . as N_asb'fiUt?i*Jdemphis, 
Cmcmnati0 -or->•Ii:i~1anapolis 
where he could~~ more ses.a; 
s10n work. ,·f,,,*\'l , •cl 
Until. the_i&t,;:;,-~ 
sage.wfil,,be :· • - ' : flSlil 
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Turnovers side effect of reforms 
By ROGER ALFORD 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
ASHLAND - School" super-
intendents in Kentucky are 
leaving their jobs in record 
numbers in the Wake of the 
massive education reforms 
taking hold in the state. 
In northeastern Kentucky, 
four superintendents have 
been replaced over the past 
two months. 
Statewide, 37 super-
intendents have left office 
over the past year. · 
Some, like Ed Stephens in 
Greenup County, went grace-
fully. Others, like Del mis 
Donta in Boyd County and 
Ron Hager in Floyd County, 
were literally forced out by 
the new reforms. 
"We're just having a major 
turnover in school leadership 
altogether - one that I think 
has a chance of being disrup-
tive to the education system," 
said Ken Scott, associate ex-
ecutive director of the Ken-
tucky School Boards Associa-
tion. "We have a completely 
new Department of Education. 
At the rate superintendents 
are leaving, we'll have all new 
superintendents in five years. 
Principals and school board 
members are turning· over at 
the same rate." 
That turnover is a side ef-
fect of the Kentucky Educa-
tion Reform Act, the 1990 leg-
islative package that over-
hauled the state's system of 
educating its chilrlren. 
One of the major changes in 
that law wr.s to transfer au-
thority for hiring personnel 
from the superintendents and 
school boards to site-based de-
cision making councils at the 
school level. 
School boards now have re-
sponsibility for hiring only su-
perintendents. Super-
intendents now hire only cen-
tral office personnel, plus 
teachers and principals in 
schools that don't have school 
councils yet. 
The new superintendents 
have to be a different type of 
administrator than their pre-
decessors, Scott said. 
"As opposed to a couple of 
years ago, superintendents 
now have to negotiate and bro-
ker decisions to get things 
done," he said. "There's a lot 
of veto authority out there, so 
it does take a little different 
type of person, and that makes 
the job look less attractive to 
some." 
William Slone, who took 
over as superintendent in 
Martin County on July I, said 
the stereotypical Kentucky 
school superintendent no long-
er can get the job done. 
"In the past you really had 
to be a political person," he 
said. "You can't be a political 
person. You have to be an edu-
cator." 
Slone said the school coun-
cils took personnel decisions 
out of the r<'ntral office. 
Stephens, who retired as 
Greenup County superinten-
dent on June 30, said the Edu-
cation Reform Act only final-
ized an evolution in the super-
intendent's role that has been · 
going on for a decade. The 
change is for the better, he 
said. 
"The superintendent has 
been forced to become an in-
structional leader, and that's 
the way it should be," he said. 
"The superintendent is no 
longer the -local political 
power boss, and that's the way 
it should be." 
"I think the day of the dicta-
torial superintendent is on its 
way out or is already long 
gone," agreed new Greenup 
County Superintendent Ron 
Gullett. "I think with so much 
goirtg on with the mandates on 
achievement, we're going to 
have to be more involved with 
curriculum than ever before." 
Steve Towler, a former Ash-
land school chief who was 
hired to replace Hager as su-
perintendent in Floyd County, 
said the massive changes 
brought by the Reform Act 
may have been the key to 
some superintendents' depar-
tures. 
"I think any time you have 
a major change in any organi-
zation at any time in history, 
you have a lot of people who 
don't want to deal with that," 
he said. 
Hager, 'fowler's predecessor 
in Floyd County, was under 
fire from the Kentucky De-
partment of Rrlncation, which 
was trying to use new provi-
sions in the Reform Act to re-
move him from office. 
Hager was ousted by the 
State Board for Elementary 
and Secondary Education. 
Donta resigned last October 
before his removal hearing be-
fore that panel. 
Commissioner of Education 
Thomas C. Boysen said the su-
perintendents were standing 
in the way of education re-
forms, and he brought charges 
against them that included 
misconduct in office. 
"I absolutely think it takes a 
different sort of person to be a 
superintendent," Towler said. 
"In this day and time, the su-
perintendency is more dif-
ficult. It's certainly more dif-
ficult in 1992 than it was in 
1977 when I began in the job. 
"Maybe people who used to 
function well don't function 
well anymore, and that's why 
they're leaving." 
The large number of super-
intendents who left their jobs 
during the past year indicates 
some discontent with the new 
system of school governance, 
Scott said. 1 
"This year, we had a 73 per-
cent increase in turnover over 
the average of the 10 years 
that I've been monitoring it," 
he said. "You tell me what the 
cause is, but that was a pretty 
substantial rise. That's the 
type of trauma that's hard for 
a school system to absorb." 
Only 5 percent of the new 
superintendents hired across 
the state over the past year 
had served as a superinten-
dent in Kentucky before. 
"If ed uca lion needs a 
change, some people believe 
you have to go out of state to 
find a change agent," said 
Towler, who came to Floyd 
County after a decade as head 
of the Hardin County system. 
"I don't agree with that, and I 
don't know where that percep-
tion developed." 
Under the Kentucky Educa-
tion Reform Act, super-
intendents who retire are 
being replaced through a pro-
cess that allows input from a 
screening committee made up 
of teachers, principals and 
parents. 
That committee picks about 
five applicants. to recommend 
to the school board for hiring. 
The school board can hire 
from that list or choose some-
one of its own liking. 
111 love it," Slone said. "It's 
right out in the open. You've 
got good representation. 
You've got your teachers rep-
resented, your principals, 
your community." 
Scott, on the other hand, 
said the process has not al-
ways worked the way it 
should have. 
"I have seen a really mixed 
bag with screening commit-
tees," he said. "I've seen some 
like Boyd and Greenup coun-
ties that brought a good bit of 
skill to the table to begin with; 
and I think that's positive and 
helpful. I've seen on the other 
hand screening committees 
that have abused their privi-
leges in a number of ways. 
"I think the J:,iggest apuse is 
o_ne· of self serving[\vh!lri ~-
hcular teachers and principals 
screen out candidates· who 
wouldn't help thel!j , in· their 
jobs. I've seen som~ very good 
and capable people · screened 
out in that process.(: • · · · 
One of the next 'school sys-
tems to go through the process 
will be the Ashland schools, 
where Superintendent Curt 
Foutch has said he will call it 
a career when his current one-
year contract expires next 
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State University's new b?ard ment process. . Only- five members of the 
·ot regents' elected retired L ·s · Baker executive di- previous board - Seato_n, 
Ashland Oil Inc. executive rec~~r of a' Whitesburg Baker, Morgan Co unty 
· William R. Seaton Friday to health-care clinic was cho- schoo1 Princip,al Helen Pen-
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The vote was unanimous . Wheeler and L.M. "Sonny" 
from the eight members of The eig~t regents took the Jones, a Franklin County 
the board in their first ·meet- oath of office an~ w~re sworn farmer - remain on the 
hig since Gov . Brereton in. by Rowan D1stnct Judge 
Jones reconstituted the board John C?x. 
July 15, taking advantage of All eight Kentuc~~ ~-nlv~r-
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MSU regents take oath during orientation 
MOREHEAD -:- Morehead State University's new board of 
regents met yesterday for the first time and got a lecture on how to 
do their jobs. 
Regents must focus on setting policy rather than telling the 
president how to run the school, said George Janik, an Association of 
Governing Boards consultant who served on the board at Kent S~te 
University in Ohio. 
The orientation is a requirement of a new state law that swept 
out many university board members June 30. 
Before the lecture, Morehead's new board took the oath of office. 
Its members are Lois Baker, a Whitesburg health clinic administra-
tor; James A. Finch, a Maysville banker; L.M. "Sonny" Jones, a 
Frankfort farmer: Helen Pennington, a Morga111 County middle school 
principal· Chari~ M. Rhodes, a Greenup County physician; John M. 
Rosen~g, a Floyd County attorney; and William Seaton, a retired 
The new members sworn 
Friday were James A. Finch, 
Maysville tobacco compar 
executive and banker; stude: 
' regent Chando Mapoma, a s 
nior from Zambia; Charles r 
Rhodes, a Greenup Coun1 
cardiologist and Marshall Ur 
versity medical professor; at 
John M. Rosenberg of Prest 
nsburg, director of the A 
palachian Research and D 
fense Fund of Kentucky Inc., 
legal services agency based · 
Prestonsburg. 
The other new regent, Bue 
ner Hinkle Jr., a Lexington ~ 
torney, was not present for tl 
ceremony. 
"I'm very pleased with ti 
quality of the folks that v 
have and the interests th 
they have," said Ronald Ea 
lin, who became MSU's ne 
president in July. 
"I'm real excited abot 
being on the board," sai 
Rosenberg. 'Tm looking fo 
ward to trying to do a good jc 
for people in eastern Ke1 
tucky." 
Seaton said he doesn't hm 
any concerns about the ne 
. board, only four of who~ 
members were on the boru 
that hired Eaglin, gettin 
along with the new president 
"I hope that we're all b Ashland Oil Inc. executive. The student regent, elected by the 
students, is Chando Mapoma, a senior from Zambia. _ boys and girlst he said. 
,THE 90URIER✓OURNAL, SATURDAY, AUGUST 8, 1992 New regent Buckner Hinckle Jr., a Lexington la~er, and 
returning faculty regent Alban Wheeler were absent and did not take 
theoaili. • 
Morehead board names chairman 
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Morehead State University's reconstltutec 
bo~ of regents yesterday elected William R. Seaton of Ashlanc 
as its chairman. 
Seaton was re-elected chainnan, and Baker was voted vice 
chairwomatt. The board's next regular meeting is Sept. 18.~---a-== 
The Sunday Independent, Asfiiand, Kentucky August 9, 1992 
Seaton, a retired Ashland Oil executive, headed the fonne1 MSU Foundation . 
Is run efflclently · 
Those 'of us who volunteer our 
time and energy to help raise money 
for universities and colleges are ap-
preciative of The Independent's pub-
lication of two articles on the subject 
in last Sunday's paper. Kentucky's 
public universities and C01Jln1l1nity 
colleges have suj_T~red 111rum:.reauc-
tions in state funding and clearly ' 
need all of the private financial sup-
port they can attract from any 
~oWoc!ever,we of1fie· Morehead State: 
University Foundation are con-
cerned that one of those articles may 
have been misleading to our alumni 
and other individual and corporate 
trlends. We have been asked speclfi-
ca1ly about what was reported as a , 
very low percentage of gifts actually 
teaching the university through the 
foundation and •about what were ' 
shown as high operating costs of the 
foundation. · 
- Ironically, Uie actual percentages 
fnr thP 1:u~t th rPP v~::ir~ ::ir~ ::ilmnM PY-
board before a law passed earlier this year permitted Gov. Brere-
ton J?nes to replace up to one-half of ilie former gubernatorialfy 
app0mt~ members at MSU and the state's seven other public 
uruvers1ties, ~e regents also elected Lois Baker, another returnee 
from the previous board, as vice-chairman. She is from Letcher 
County. _ -~- . _ _ _ 
actly reversed from tho_SI[! g_uoted py .. records eac~ year and provide man-
the Independent, according to our: ex- agement assistance to our staff. · 
tetrlal audifors/l<elley, Galloway and Their help is an important part of 
Co. of Ashland. , · · _ our constant effort to honor our 
These audited records sfiowthat stewardship by holding fund-raising 
the university benefited directly or and other operating costs to a bare 
indirectly from 84 percenf bf the pri- minimum. We realize full well that 
vate gifts flowirlg through lhe MSU dollars saved on overhead expenses 
Foundation.' Moreover.the a~tual op- will become dollars used to help edu-
erating costs of the foundation were cate deserving students in eastern 
less than half the 25 percent average K!;!ntucky. 
than well-managed charitable organi- We want to assure otir current and 
zations spend each year, according prospective donors that your gifts 
to a recent article by Michael Kins- are vitally needed and sincerely ap- • 
ID in Time:. · ~ preciated and always will be man-
• As private citizens ourselves, aged as efficiently as humanly pos-
members of the MSU Foundation - sible. In fact, we invite all of the uni-
Board of Trustees are acutely aware versity's friends to join us today In 
of the personal desire and legal right giving to MSU through the MSU 
of our con_tributors to have as many Foundation. 
of their gift dollars as possible used 
for the intended purpose. Ron Tim-
~10.r.is and hi~ ~ssocla~~s at-~~i.ley, -
Larry Fannin 
President 
Morehead Stat• Unlva .. ltv 
·U of L reduces 
nUinber of fall 
coiirse-.offerings 
. ', J' •• , '','.._j \ 
shows an increase of eight 
classes in chemical engineer-
ing and reductions in most 
other departments. 
► The College of Business 
and. Public Administration 
lists 319 classes this fall, so 
far, compared with 296 last 
year. But the 319 includes 49 
classes in Information Science 
and Data Processing that were 
taught by the Speed School 
last year. So the college is of-
fering fewer business courses 
but expects an increase in the 
number of students wanting 
those courses ..... ·L,., .... 
~ecause of budget cuts last 
year: the college lost part-time 
.instructors who would have 
, taught' more than 30 classes 
· this. year, Keliey said. But it's 
·: " • ' • ··' 
7 
- Class sizes have increased, 
Budget cuts .. ,in some,dep~i;tments,-.he said, 
. . . and so far.hes had,few com-. are blamed . ·' .. -\i plaints about students' having 
LOUISVILLE - The Univer-:; trouble finding the clas~es 
sity of Louisy!lle is offeting . they need. But enrollment 1s 4 . 
nearly 7 percent fewer classes percent, gref!,te: _now than it 
this fall from last year, mean-' was at this time last. year, 
ing some students who regis- · McLaughlin said. . · ', ·. . 
ter next week may be iri for a· ►The. Spe~d Sc1entlf1c. 
surprise. . _School. now hsts 310, cla~ses, 
"Peop)!J wqo . don't get . the for this fall compated with 3~3 , • Jikely enrollment will increase "because ''shiaifo.ts will be 
· scrainbliii.g to get into the col-classes they want may not re- last fall. But th~ 5_3 cla$se~ 1t i al!ze it until registration," offered. last fall m mformabon,. 
said Jim.Howard, president of scierice and data processing; 
the U of L · Student Govern-, have been moved. to _th.I! Col-
lege tinder old admissions and 
curriculum requirements 
which won't be. available to 
them next year. ment Association. · ' lege of Business and Public The decrease in the number 
of classes is a result of last 
year's $12 million budget cut. · 
While overall, the number of· 
classes will be cut 7 percent 
from last fall, in some depart- ; 
rtients, · the number has been , 
cut as much as 25 percent, ac-
cording to class lists prepared 
:this summer. 
Many students have regis-
tered in advance and are like-
ly to get the courses they 
want. But those who wait 
:until "late" registration 
.which runs from Aug. 12 to 
:Aug. 26 - may be affected .. 
' "The budget cuts have elim-
"inated the college's flexibility, 
· so some students will have a 
jharder time getting the classes 
. or the class times they want," 
said Aaron Kelley, associate 
·dean of the College of Busi-
,ness and Public Administra-
:tiori. 
1 "At some point we will just 
;have to say,' 'No, I'm sorry, 
· you won't be able to get in."' 
: Kathleen Otto, director of 
.: registration, said that so far 
;she's heard of few problems 
'with students' finding classes 
they need. Although fewer 
classes are available, she said, 
some classes . are iarger, and 
departments · have carefully 
chosen classes to cut Or com-
bine into larger classes. 
· The class lists as of early 
this summer showed · 5,521 
classes will · be offered. · Otto 
said· those-' numbers will 
change by the' end of r¢gistra-
tiori. • ' 1 ! • • I;• ••:I 
Based · On · • tlie lists .: Of' fall 
ciasses, the·: deparhnerits 'hit 
• hardest liy class reductions in-
. elude: 
►The School of Education, 
which earlier this summer 
iisted 424 classes, compared 
with 576 last. fall. Part of the· 
reduction is because cif fewer 
independent-study sections 
listed so far and . fewer small 
classes being offered this year;• 
said Associate Dean· James A. 
McLaughlin. 
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UKtickets .. can-·'be,., an influence 
:.•_. '.-., . -~ .. '::.···.~:' .. ,/·;\,;·;,·'ii·- .. _;- . ·T he practice by state legis- -hard to imagine that a typical.leg-
.. . . -lators of accepting free . islafor could attend an exciting 
· ,: football·and basketball : Wildcat basketball game and vote 
... . . tickets from the Universi- ·· the next day to cut UK'i, budget 
ty of Kentucky would' not seem, on·. . The legislature's Board of Eth-
the surface, to be _a big ·dea(. ~~r-;.,, · i~ appar~ntlf feels the .same way. 
~11, the total face, value of the ' · .. ( ·,,:,. . .., It 1s. ~pns1~~ng whether to ban 
tickets probably amounts to no J: •. ,' lawmakeriffrom,accepting any-
more than $500. · ':''•, ' , .. ' ' . , thing\vortn:mofo than $200, in-
But any politically discomiected · . cl_l,jdirig sprrts tickets.'' . ' · · · 
fan who has tried to get one knows:.' : · '" And as anyone knows who has : 
that. UK_ tickets, especially for bas- : .. been keeping µp with the FBI's · 
ketball garttes, can be impossible to. . ~pti:oflnvestigatiori; legislatiye · · 
buy at any prlte. Rupp Arena-is.'.'. . votes qu(~ boUghtfor as little as. 
generally sold out for ev~ty ganie · · · $400. \:·;:,c','jrsc'•:·· · ·: ·· ,,._ · · · · 
played by the Wild~ts; ' . . : · Of ci;iw:se, having tci buy athlet-
So valued are basketball season;,·,, ic tickets'isn't a great sacrifice. The 
passes, which are sold out·years.in,: '.·.: h'Qe vah1e.:esi>ecially of UK basket-
advance, that they are ofteh the ' ·. · ;ball tickets; is ih their accessibility. 
inost hotly contested property'._dur-;_ ·· Asking'legislators to give up the . 
~ divorce proceedings.· · · : '· ·: : .· right to buy them would be .anoth-
. · State legislators generally deny. , , . er matter,entirely. :. ·· 
thaf the sports freebies influence . . Th (H Id ·11 
their decision-making B t 't · ··. · - e op nsVI e) 
· u 1 IS . • Kentucky New. Era 
~ r.J.A~V J.J..l~ dllU r\J\J. ~l~l.l ·l,.~f)l•1 1 l-C,.tl•.Q 
i Students get d~g1;ees without leaving home· ~:!:0~~~:iE;i::~t::~~~:: 
~ F •• Pikeville College ·have ,in~- · 
Educators in the two coun- 200 students who transfer each "and the relationship 'between creased since then. Floyd Jik; ,,. 
~ By GEORGE WoLFFORD ties said the act should keep year into Pikeville come from · the schools, from a· student' ened the- ~ituation to fast,food, 
" O_l;'THE DAILY INDEPENDENT the schools· from competing PCC. perspective, is very good-'.' restaurl!,nts._ on an ·.inters~te, 
~ :'.PIKEVILLE_ .Pikeville Col- for students .. · · PCC has an enrollment· of Choice of majors under the highway, with each establish;-
~ · · Dr. Deborah L .. Floyd, presi·. 2,982 students, a mix of full- agreement is not limited, ac- ment increasing business· for,. lege and Prestonsburg Com- · · "ghb -c 1 · k · dent of PCC; said called the,'· and part-time ·enrollees who . cording to Suzanne Rasnick, its nei ors ... · ,., - , . .,, .... 
c muniJy Col ege have ta en_ resolution ."an important step".. make ;i full-time equivalency · coordinator of publications at· "Diversity of opportunity . .is,. 
:E f!lfo make it'easier for Big:- toward developing partner-': of 1,500 students. Tradition- . Pikeville College. That schoi;,l · good •·· both. are serving :the 
~ dy Valley students to earn ' .ships .and mutually beneficial ,, ally, the highest percentage of . offers 15 majors, but most stu- same students. Seventy .per,-., 
..,c· · r-year degrees without · relationships with our col- .. PCC transfers go to Morehead dents maim: in education .. , .. · cent of oui'students are on:fb,. 
~aving home.: .. , '. ' • ... ·, . . . . ·, State University, 'allowed ·by The program ··i·s s1·muar to' nancial aid ,and Pikeville.has: . ., ~ Pre·sident~ of the two . leagues at Pikeville College, '' · ·1 s·t t· ,, El d" 
~ ~hools signed a joint resolu, Colleges in Appalachia and· the University of Kentucky- one created within the past· a _sdimi.ar., .. -1 ua ion,,:'· · _G'Y ·, 
~ tn· of cooperation last month elsewhere must begfn the pro'•· and Eastern Kentucky Univer- year at Ashland, where ·More- sai · · · · ·' '.-,,,.-,.,-. ··• 
., ·cess of developm· g stronger re-·· sity. ·· h·ead State Un1·ver· s1·ty has-. Pikeville,College ·was.found-" ·u a ,ceremony at Pikeville ed in 1889 as. Pikeville :.Col- . 
. £ 'iollege's Chrisman Auditor:~-· lationships between institu::·. · The- resolution opens the opened classes that allow Ash- legiate .Institute and.has func-•• i .J.iin, ; . . .. tions of learning." .. way for Joint faculty appoint- land Community College stu- tioned .in a:rel.ationship . .with 
c '~ Th~- agreement fea tur;s __ :'i'f:.iPikeville College President:•: ments, shared facilities, schol- dents to take upper level a1!d the Presbyterian Church. Re-
cil lholarships and programs la.:''" Dr,:William H. pwims said the: ·arships at both schools and. ~iadu~\i-er~ur~~S- rso~ s cent enrollment has .. neared 
., eled '2 plus 2, which mean a . schools "are •both ,in-the same·. shared academic and cur- h urJe gs no -~ e~ 1,000 studen~. , .... ,. ; .... 
f=: udent would attend PCC the business and .should work to",'.. ricular programs.• . t e ~rst two_ years, consi ere .. ·. · PCC, .a part of the u_niver-
rst two years and Pikeville _strengthen each other.",- · •:· Floyd said students prefer to ACC s domam. . . _ sity of. Kentucky system, was 
allege the fmal two years. ··•a-· Currently, .about'· 50 of the_ . take classes in the mountains PCC opened a.Big Sandy ex- founded in 1964. fiidiana .. iria . a ~tuition for future rural: docfors 
'gj '.! ." , ,:,t:t, ·.>la ; ,' '.': .. :.·.:'.'., .': i .• l'J' , r. p ',. :Y: .,., ·:::·." .... . '.' . • ,.', ·" . : ,. • .. : .. , .. • .. , "' :~·~·;: .;,:· :.-',,''.. I T-· •·-·c,'<' ' ... 
-~ Associated Press.''" '. ·. .1:· -'•:_} ,: ,. ·. ''.biology teachers in college_ or ev~.n · in family medicine, pediatrics and . er than ilito 'liighly profitable spe-
';:? •. · . :::''· :· '.. :' . _,;.'.· •.,:•,· -.~ .. :,;•'.:;.· high schoo1 keepi_ng_~n eye out for_. internal medicine.: · _. ·,_ · · cialties·or_locali?ns), and that's one 
~ · · INDIA'.NAPOLIS·-:.... Talentell col'. good students,' nlVlling them, to The school, Indiana's orily medi•·) of them," he,srud. -• : · , · · · 
~ lege students could be offered a free think about being doctors, and let- cal school, would lose some of its Eleven percent of last year's 244 
§l ride tlmlugh ,medical .. schocihfor. ting them know they could go. to state subsidy beginning with the - JU medical graduates went into in-
<C agreeirig·:to be a country-doctor in medical school for free." 1995-!17 budget if it fell short of the ternal-medicine residencies in Indi-
~ Indiana..'' · · Students would sign a ·contract goals. "' ·. .. ·· , ·.. - ana, 8 percent into pediatrics and 7 
~ The Indiana Commission for promising topractice family, pediat- • While expressing some reserva- percent into family practice, accord-
a · Higher Education will consider such ric or internal medicine in a rural or tions about the plan, medical school ing to commission staff. 
::. a deal as· part cif a: riiediciir sclioor underserved urban area, 'as deter- Dean Walter J. Daly and an official The commission's goal: Achieve 
J recruitment drive meanno increase mined by the lndiana'Department of of the Indiana State Medical Associ~ 25 percent going into· family medi-
~ the number of-family doctors .ifi·rur-• Health. One year's tuition would be ation praised its goals. cine and a total of 51 percent into all 
§ al communities and other.-under; excused for each year of .practice Michael . Abrams, government- three primary-care fields by 1999. 
~ served areas.· . _.,.-... :' .. • , ;;•· ,,ti•:.'\,, the student pledged _to fulfill. ,. relations director for the medical as- . The report says 63 oflndiana's·92 
.a: The·cominission will dis~s the In-state tuition· for the four-year .sociation, said. forgiving tuition counties have ratios · above 1,000 
!~ ,proposal-.Friday;_and detjde,·in· NQ- ·medical. ~chool program costs would ·reduce the $50,000-to-. people to.one doctor, "twice the na-
::::, vember whafto ·recollllllend· to the·. ·.$6,000 a·yeai'. . · · . ... . · : $75,000 debt required to finance .a tional ratio," and 26 of the 63 coun-
8 . State '·Btjilget •.Committee. :A· tot\tl ;" Under .the -plan, drawn up by the medical ,education and set up .a ties exceed 2,000-to-l.· .,·. , 
,w ,cost estimate will be included then .. commission's staff,:the Indiana Uni- practice. ·. -· · . · . • •·, The· Indiana, .. Department. of 
-~ , _Clyd,~._;lilgle/. co~si!)_ne~,-,,Qf, versi)Y_SchoolofMedicinewouldbe:. '''You wanuo eliminate some·of Health has designated 10 co~ties 
.higher··•education, said'. ·he,'' ~illd. required·.to meet goals for encour- the reasons people don't go to.rural and_parts,of-33 others as medically 
,fores~ .a recniiting ,progrinn ._with· aging sturl0 ~- .. !o enter reside.ncies • areas and enter primaiy care (rath- underserved areas. . 
source: Plkev111e·co11ege, 
Prestonsburg Community College · 
MJU Clip Jheet 
A umpUna of rcc:cat artlda of lntaat to Morehead ltate Unlvenlty 
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~~~~;.:q,o~f!X:..:~-~aps~feV!~!-.Ei~,~ses 
K t , th J · • 11 " t t t b k , I that the larger society benefits from • en UCn.y1 co eges ry .. 0 cu ac I higher education, not just how it 
Without HUrting' qualjhi of education . d .~~Sod~:.~f·l,ths~dent ~ho receives 
1
11 ,..,. ... , • 1 - • - LJ , • . · , me o e options schools · 
.,• · (1 .. n~v,.,.,~, • ~" :: ,,;! ''Whm''it colhes right down to 1have ,taken to meet budget ,short-
By Elisha King '\••hfi'r "'.,." " • t ; , ~- It, 'the last'thing 'we want to do ,ls,1 falls were controversial. Sports pro-
Jrald-L&ad!t staff ftpat.~ . ., '(... - ihurt ml!' .students," eaid Paui By- grams 'Yere el~~ted. or reduced If you were countimz on the Ia.ska. director of b dget at Murray, at several schools, afid faallfy and niversit1 b? K~tucky whelp you Sta~ f \Jniversity. JAdmihistrators staff members vJere Jaid off at 
brusli up orl . ,Asian history this there opted ta use reserve fuhds to 'others. 'I ' ~ ... ' ' 
year; ihmk,again. . help adjust lo lliis year's cuts. • 1 ' But for the tnost part, adminis-
11 Cuts in state funding have elim- . ~he iss~e of ~ucational fund- trators spared students' from the 
irjated. some elective courses. at UK, mg 1s ,a philosophical ?eba~ that, budget ax. There_ ma~ be larger 
Moreh~d State University and the , state lawmakers and uruvers1ty ad-, classes, more registration _frustra-
UFversity of Louisville. • 1 ministrators don't seem to agree on, tion, and less diversity in course 
UK's ~ camQ~ which said Elzie Barker, budget director at selection, but overall learning will 
ls tnakfug do 'With $13 million less l Northern Kentucky 'University. be preserved. ' ' · · · 
than last year expects to cut less · The state legisl?tur~ cut fun<;}- The effort has been appreciated 
than 5 percent 'of course sections or ing for higher education twice sinte~ by s~dents. · • • • ' 
betweerl 65 and 115 of 5,165 ~- the last school-;yeat, as part . of a 1'1 think the administration has 
tions . • .::,.. • . ~ ., h . larger budget.redudiotl package for done a great job as far as handling 
I So. far, 120 sections .with fewer the state. - ,_. ~ • -·--,--.,...._. the budget cuts," said Pete Novern-
th.an five people enrolled each have "It's quickly evident that the I ber, UK Student Government Asso-
been canceled, but jidditional sec- 're~ted cuts they've ,made reflect i ciation president'. · u1 don't think 
tions of popular courses have been an m~t to transfer the cost of . students will. be affected in a way 
~dded to meet demand. Courses can .education from state support to the that's going to hurt their ability to 
te offered in several sections, vary-_, students who receive the services." t get a degree."' . · 1 , , 
u1g m time, location and instructor.7 
Students 'who preregistered for 
sections that were cut will have to 
adj1 st their schedules. ' 
, More changes will be made 
during the one-week period at the 
beginning of the semester, when 
students are permitted to add and 
droI\ '~urses from their schedule. 
Also, about 75 faculty positions 
that are now vacant won't be filled 
anytime soon, said •Robert Hemen-
way, chancellor of the Lexington 
~pus. 
I That includes instructors of top-
ics such ~ Asian history, which 
wasn't in high demand._ __ 
'The quality of ,our institution 
will suffer because we will not be 
!l,ble , to offer courses like that," 
~
emeriway said. "We won't be able 
o give
1 
our, students as · much 
rea9~• •. 
But Hemenway stressed that no 
§tudent will go without the basic 
components ot,higher education.,, 
The. 1same' goes ' for Morehead 
.lind U of L, which I expect td cut 
sections 10 percent· and 7 percent 
respectivelyJt,I • • · 1· • 
' Ray Pinner, director~ of budget 
and ~ent_J!!!ormation ser-
";VtceEI at Morehead, said seniors will 
l
still · be lible to get the courses they 1 
need, to graduate. • I 
Although other Kentucky uni-
versities aren't cutting 'classes, they . 
irre trying to minim.i1.e the effect of 
·budget 'Cl.Its ort students. 
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-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
• MOREHEAD ' - Margaret 
1'Peg" Dunlap, of Bays Avenue, 
former physical education professor 
at Morehead State University, died 
Monday. Graveside services 1 p.m. 
Friday at Lee Cemetery in More-
head. No visitatiort: Contributions to 
Sl Claire Medical Center or More-
head First Christan Church. North-
cutt and Son Home for Funerals in 
charge. 
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Legal official~s-opinioii·.,ails--to end flap 
p~t~i1;t_~ :.~~~u~alJ.~p~p~r,,,l;MY.rr~Y:.reg~nts 
Associated Press'''·'·"' :--,,c:' i I acted within the guidelines spelled··•wiJJ grant that the opinion is not 
, · ' .. "·. ··:··:, ·,• : ., . outbytheattorneygeneral. ·.,succinct on the issue," 
h PADUCAH; Ky. ~ A state attor• ' The letter also said that an earlier ·, Pllltlon said some of the disagree-
_;Jiey gener:aJ's opinion has failed io ~un story,' fudicating '. the' ~plnio~j.(nient "stems from th~ fact. that we 
rend the dispute between The Padu- went agalllst the board was maccu- ·. ,and our attorneys are relying on a 
cah Sun and Mwray State·Universi• rate, · · _ • ,; _ • · · .. _ _. · · ".":tape ~rding of statements, made 
,.ty's board of-regents; which held a Board. members contend, that lbe ,, to ·reporters by· the then-chainnan 
1 ~!osed session March, 17.- to · discuss ~udget cuts :.affected. specific l,em- •( (Keny Harvey) regarding the meet-
c.budget cuts .. · ·n , ·•, .,o:· ! ,,- · ! ,J ploy':88: and -that the part-·of the ... iing's closing, while the board's at-
·, The· regents : have denied. the .meeting relating to ·them:WS!! prop,\' tomeys are relying on accounts con-
' newspap1:r's requ~ for records of e~ly cl~sed under an exemption for(· talned In ihe board's own minutes.'' 
•that meelinl!, IIIJ!!U!'II th~t the ~!tor• !115cuss1on of pers~nnel ma!(~rs. ': ·· The newspaper's attorneys had 
:iley general's op!lllon did not_fif1,d 1 , ~eboard_"'5~.ated_prpyw~IU!ln, prepared a lawsuit to file against 
'that the b~~ VIOiated Ke_~tu~•- th~ .Ope~, ~tds, 1,Jiw, ,Pr?l~g the Murray board last month, and 
,Open Meetings Act •. ;·, ,., . : ,.pe~orial pnvacy.,and,prelliifil.uiiy WPSDTV dTh As • tedPre 
Thenewspaperasliedforthe_d<ic• ~tecoirunendatlons ·as ~tinds-:for,., ·, an e soc~ .ss 
, uments this month after its lawyer ileny!ng the:newspa""r'S mmrds re- ,. _had ask¥ _to. ~e lncl~.ded ,as plam-
ed · · • · ,..,,. · '"7 •', •. •tiffs Paxton said. · · "I .-conclud . that the.attorney gener• quest . ,. , , · .. , , , .. ·iii' ,· ,,., e'· .... d th. - · -
al,· ffi • 11· • • • lati' · h d " S ""'t 'Jliii .. p-''···· ·•' • h "· ut ue an e newspaper's attor-!' ,so ce,e :a.,VIO, on,_a 1 oc•j" ... ,~-~.9~""· .-~o~-:&,.~ .. ,er" . . .. . • 1.curred. ... ,, ,,, , .... _ .. , 
1 
I 1,~ dlsappbllited .. by ·the·bi,prds. l)eys_dec!~ed to _seek an attorney i i:!owevei-;'irt a;ieiter,ihe. iiewspa- . ~ii. '.", ,. :.-• .:-·':';'. '.', -· .. =:•·::,, ~ :·. ·_:g~neiiil's_ opinion as an al!ert_1ative, 
per received Monday, regent chaJr- '. ; "1 hAve a letter fl:<jm my a~~rriey, ,:ho~ing that a favorab,le opinion and 
mah J"'!les 13i1tts contended.that the !n which he ,rea!ls_ the 'attorney gen,· '. '.chang8!1 In ~e board s membership 
; attorney · general's July 17 ruling eral's oplrilon .. as confirming. an · nµght avert litigation, Paxton said . 
. didn't find that the meeting :violated Open' Meetings Law viollitlon,'.~P.lix• :):· P.axton said he'll confer with his 
, the. law. Butts wrote. that, the mln• ton said. "Obviously, the board's at• · attorneys agalil, but he thinks the 
. iltes of the meetjng _show the board ton,ieys }'i!~d _I\ .!1'1other·way,' ~d -I · ,!!!a!ler: ~- be settled In court. 
~ 
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-. --Hirschhorn: ~gan · teaching at; 
:. UK iif Atlgust i985 as. an assistant.-
professor. in the Thomas Hunt Mor- 1 
· gan School of Biological · Sciences. • 
: She!,said her tel!ciJ.i!)g:and.publish;-
. ing. levels were·equa!ftci/or,greater;; 
: than . male professors" 'in. siriiilar' 
'·sittlations,,yet she'Was denleirten-i 
_.ure· '"arick )roillO~dn:J~'.Ai~t~1·: 
P\gf~or,m July,i!J!ll. ,, . '.' ·.: ~ 
t:Hrrschhorn·says UK ·mamtams, 
a·pattern:and practice-of discrimi-:, 
nation against ,woinen_;by· subject-'J 
mg:-~em ,·to.-)mequaltterms_;:and 1 
.~nd1tions. of•.employment.»w,•; :_-, •, 
·.·,,:;;Tbe'•swt ':wasdi!ed:;Jast · month i 
by~Lexjngton· attomey, and· state: 
:Sen>Tim Philpot'Wayrte Roberts a-l 
,Je~l a8:5jstanL in_ P~pot'f 'offi~e/ 
,said,i:he,.class action<cotitcl, include 
't:t!ffonf ifudUofinetlJKY · ·1· . ····. .. . .. . L< . ,emp oyees 
i#'lib ha:Ve ueeri subjectei:J:til ilneq!i3! . 
.,tr~!Jn~.n_. t-1:>ecause th,ey+are "7omem· 
P' -~•BiltRo'- - ,,, .. J,d "-"~un· "J ' ,:h·. . .. . •oens,""' .uuw ess, e 
'•and Phi!P..2~ can,_Jdentjfy 50 ·to 60 
µtembers to Ee mcludeil Hie action · 
·"we'IJ'.be 1iti-tro bJ''·•'- · tai'.. .,•: ' ., ... u.e_mam nmgaa. c'"--' ti" U '·: .... ,1, ',•i.t•• a,,. ; ; 
· ~--~C :On. .:":{;)·:t1"1,i,~·1,:.,,;I\ 11!~ . ·. /·;· 
. :''Hirschhom'taises' three' claims·'. 
/in 'her' silit:-_:breach''of lier constitiJ-·., 
tionill rights, sex 
0
disaiminiltion and l 
wage' discrimination/The stiit wilf 
'focus heavily·oi:i the\wage' discrimi, · 
:nation ,clajm,'.Roliertli'said.'" '':''"·-'}, 
'..·'I/' ·' , (~/J~.i;,·I .. ~~ "('~ ~:r. •;'j1.·f~\•('.:., . :~•.~/ 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
~:The suit has not lieen certified a 
cl~ss. action . suit· At some. point 
Hrrschho;11. and her attorneys will 
ask the Judge to. certify the suit a 
cla!\5 ~ction_. The defendants prpba-
bly wijl pbJect · ... , -- . · , 
. , ·r ... ; ',, . , 
: UK· had no comment · on the 
:lawsuit. -UK spokesman Ralph Der: 
;ickson said .the school will -not 
icomment on cases 'in litisration: ~I - ,· • ~ .. 
i. ,. , ~n:schho~ now teaches bio)ogy' 
! at Hood College in Frederick,' Md. 
Aug. 17, 1992 
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·-::::-c---....,01-·1eg~·$.L~pl!,~::::•w1fl·:tB:Udge( 
cuts, DtO~; ;f~deJrts1 ·· · · 
By JIM ROBINSON 
OF THE DAILY INDEPE:NDENT 
MOREHEAD - Students re-
turning to area colleges this 
year can expect to find, fewer 
classes - and more• class•-:. 
mates. 
Budget cuts at both : com- . 
munity colleges and state· uni_. 
versities are forcing educato_rs 
to pare or tighten sch~dules, . 
but the damage is less tl)an ex0 
pected,. administp!'-~<?rs; said. ; 
Friday. · · _. ~2'-~ .. "''-"''.';I. 
Morehead State :uhlversity '·: 
expects ·to offer .100 to,,l~~ 
fewer classes this fall, said . . 
• ~ ·•--~-' .. -.:•· •:; .. -\~- ... ,, . . : -:..: ...... : :,, -~ ·~ .... :. /·:;; ?'! 
John Philley, vice president 
for academic affairs.; , \ :: .. , , ;-: :. : 
That's down frcim initial es-
timates of 200 and below . the 
10 percent reduction in classes 
the school planned fm;, w,hen . 
its budget was cut 1b'>percent::. 
last year. ,.: .,; , . . 
Philley said some sections of 
introductory courses will be 
cut, as well as some upper 
level electives. But he said 
he's not aware of any student· 
who won't be able to complete 
his degree because of the cuts. · 
Ashland Community College 
• used a variety of ways to a)l-
sorb the 5 percent,cut.jt was 
handed. Some vacant positions. 
have gone unfilled, purchase 
of equipment has been cur-
tailed and some building re-
pairs have been delayed. 
President Charles Dassance. 
said the cuts were made· pri- · 
marily in non-instructional· 
areas to protect what he. called_ 
the essential functions of tii.e 
college. :; .· 
While fewer sections .!!C. 
classes will be offered.at ACt,.;: 
no classes will be cut com- . 
pletely, said Bill Vice, dean pf·: 
aciidemic affairs. Tightenil_!g.,: 
the schedule won't disturb the 
two-year school's core cur-
riculum, he said. 
"We've tried to take the 
blow where we thought 'it 
would do the least damage," 
he said. 
Both Ashland and Prestons-
burg community colleges are 
protecting their off-campus 
classes. 
"We don't expect· to make· 
any cuts in that area," Das-
sance said. "Our commitment 
will be'· at least as -strong as 
last year." 
PCC; with an enrollment 
last fall of 2,863 students, is 
having to 'do the same type of 
belt tightning as the Morehead 
and Ashland schools. Presi-
dent Deborah Floyd said.a pro-· 
jected 4 percent to 5 percent 
enrollment increase this fall • will make'• that all the more 
difficult. 
"We've· experienced soaring 
enrollments over the last few 
years, and we're unable to 
. hire the full-time teachers to 
meet the demand,'.'. she said. 
PCC's developmental studies 
classes are already full for this 
fall, meaning the school will 
have to make them larger or 
turn away students. 
''We are short teachers, we 
are short equipment and we 
are short space, and our en-
rollment is continuing to 
climb," Floyd said. "We would 
hate to be in a position that 
we · have to turn away stu-
dents, but it could come to 
that." 
Floyd said courses offered 
off-campus will not be reduced 
as a result of the budget woes. 
Students can expect larger· 
-classes at all three schools. 
· At MSU, the number of stu-
dents in some introductory 
courses could approach 100, 
nearly twice the normal size. 
"That's really a questionable 
educational practice, but we 
really don't have a good solu-
tion for- it at this point," Phil· 
ley said.· · 
To make matters worse, 
MSU's enrollment may be 
more than the 8,400 the s~hool 
was counting on. 
Philley said new applica-
tions are running about 16 
percent ahead oflast fall. 
"We really won't start 
counting heads until they 
start paying, but all of our en,·· 
rollmertt indicators say we· 
should exceed 8,400," he said. 
MSU had· to cut about 25 · 
fixed-term professors as a re-
sult of budget cuts. Fixed-term 
faculty members operate on 
one-year contracts that can oe 
renewed for up to three years. 
But more students mean 
more revenue, and the school 
may hire some ·back if en-
. rollment exceeds estimates. 
·Vice said stua-ents at A.CC 
can expect class sizes to be up 
slightly - one or two students 
- from· the 22-student average. 
ACC is expecting about 3,300 
students, up from 3,190 last 
fall. The school will add more 
class sections if enrollment ex- · 
ceeds 3,300. 
ROGER ALFORD; Independent 
news writer, contributed 
information to this story. 
· -A service of the Office of Media Relations- . 
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-Signs of change 
.First non-resident student is seated 
on board of regents at Morehead State 
At Morehead State Univer-
sity, the most noticeable sign 
of change in the way mem-
bers of the boards of Ken-
tucky's colleges· are named 
was not the seating of four 
new regents recently ap-
pointed by Gov. Brereton 
Jones. Instead, it was the 
seating of student regent 
Chanda Mapoma. 
· Students have had seats on 
the governing boards of state 
universities for more than 20 
years, and for the most part, 
those seats have gone to the 
presidents of student govern-
ment associations. However, 
until the law was changed 
this year, student regents had 
to be legal residents of Ken-
tucky; if they weren't, other 
students were elected to take 
their place. 
Mapoma, however, is not 
from Kentucky. He is not 
even from the United States. 
The senior student govern-
ment president hails from 
Zambia. 
The same law that created 
an independent board to 
nominate gubernatorial ap-
pointees to the Council on 
Higher Education and the~ 
governing bodies of state uni- __ 
versities dropped the resi-
dency requirement for stu-
dent regents and opened the 
door for Mapoma to be come 
the first non-Kentuckian to 
serve as a student regent at 
. Morehead. 
The change was long over-
due. In electing Mapoma 
president of their govern-
ment association, Morehead 
students showed they had 
confidence in his ability to 
represent their interests on 
the board of regents. Where 
he lives when not attending 
school in no way affects that 
ability. 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY .. MONDAY, AUGUST 17, 1992 
f Lees College still in a mess 
It is amazing that reporter Frank 
Langfitt saw fit to report on Charles 
Derrickson assuming the presidency of 
Lees College Aug. 4 while ignoring the 
current status of · the five fired faculty 
'° mei;nbers, the severance pay and other 
t;; goodies received by fonner President Wil-
::, )iam Bradshaw, the status of ongoing 
g mvestigations, and the obvious conflicts of 
< interest of board of trustees members. 
~ Only one of the fired faculty members 
a: has found a job. The rest are under duress 
::, in a ruthless economy. Bradshaw re-
~ mained at Lees long enough to make sure 
>' that those who contributed to his ouster, 
,,;.:: - . and earlier dissidents, would never be 
· •:z rehired. With the same board in place, and 
~ a presidential search committee of Brad-
~ shaw cronies, it is doubtful that Lees can 
x extricate itself from the politics and medi-
".l ocrity in which in which it has been mired. 
a: No effort has been made to settle either the w 
o $600,000 in lawsuits of the . several 
i:5 National Labor 0 Relations Act charges 
6 leveled at Lees, though Bradshaw has 
~ reportedly- exited with a car and ar 
w. as_tonis~ing. cash ~ttlement. The college i, 
I st!ll bemg mvestigated by the Americar 
5 Association of University Professors 
~ SASS (~e regional. accrediting agenci 
z which will return this- fall) the Nationa 
1;S Labor Relations Board and the Presbyteri 
--1 an Church. . 
Lees College is still in a big mess, anc 
good .people are still being hurt. When i, 
the Herald-Leader going to get tough or 
the -perpetrators - the board and iti 
chairman, J. Phil Smith? · 
ROBERT F. DRAKE 
F?nner Pr~fessor of Chemistry anc 
Chamnan, Scien~ and Math Divisior 
Jackson 
-Lees CollegE 
Risk of colleg_e rape linked 
to earlier attacks·, study says' 
Associated Press 
WASHINGTON-Women ran 
twice the risk of rape or attempted 
rape during their first year of col-
lege if they had been sexually 
assaulted as adolescents, a study 
released yesterday said. 
Researchers also found that the 
risk of rape · or attempted rape 
during adolescence was-higher in · 
women who had been exposed to 
family violence or had been sexual-
ly victimized as a child. 
However, these childhood expe-
riences had no cause-effect relation-
ship with rape or attempted rape in 
the first year of college, said re-
searcher Jacquelyn White,_ a psy-
chology professor at the University· 
of North Carolina at Greensboro. 
She said the results suggest that 
rapists can sense vulnerable wom-
en, but ''what it is that they're cuing 
in on, I really don't know~ ... 
Obviously, these women · aren't _ 
walking around wearing a sign that 
says 'Assault me,' " she said. 
She also stressed that her re- chance of other _women of being the 
suits do not mean that women are victim of rape or attempted rape 
responsible for being raped. during the first year in college. · 
Rape was defined- in the study The reasons for the study re-
along legal lines, including _ sex suits are not clear, but it has been 
coerced through physical force, al- suggested that childhood experi-
cohol, drugs or threat of force, and ences might affect a child's sense of 
sexual acts such as anal or oral what healthy relationships are like 
intercourse with force or threats. of and encourage behaviors that make 
force, she said. - them more vulnerable to later as-
White did the work with col- sault, White ·sajd._ 
league John Humphrey and present- Results suggest that campus 
ed it at the annual meeting of the programs to prevent sexual as-
American Psychological Associa- saults by focusing on women's 
tion. attitudes and self-defense behaviors 
might be missing the mark, and 
The study focused on 702 worn- should look more at helping women 
en at the University of North Caroli- evaluate how their experiences put 
na who were surveyed about ado- them at risk, White said. 
lescentand childhood experience as · 
incoming freshmen; at the end of Results also $Uggest "we have 
that year, they were surveyed about really got to be addressing the issue 
their first year of college: , of sexual assault in a much younger 
population," iri middle schools and 
Analysis of° the two surveys· high schools, she said. "A. lot of the 
showed that women who experi- damage .has already been done hy 
enced rape or attempted rape as an . the time these individuals reach 
adolescent had 239 percent -the. adulthood." 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, MONDAY, AUGUST 17, 1~2 
Kentucky Tech. graduates 
arrive with a guarantee 
from one to two,.yeai's, infields 
from computers to specialized weld-
ing to medical technology. 
During the 1991-1992 school year, 
Sam· Crass· said; "117 students · at ; 
Kentuckf Tech's Jefferson Campus , 
in · Louisville worked part-time•"' 
through, the school's coopemtive·-
educstion program. 
Companies sell automobiles with guaran-
tees, and tools, and sometimes even socks, 
John Horton reasoned, so why shouldn't 
schools sell graduates that way? 
Tell employers, Horton suggested, that 
the Kentucky Tech vocational education 
program will stand .behind_. its products. 
And if a graduate is found by an employer 
to lack any skill. he is advertised to have, 
then Kentucky Tech will take the employee 
back - and give him more !raining. aimed 
specifically at the shortcoming. 
Horton, who is Division Director of In-
structional Support for the Kentucky Tech 
system, tried the idea out on William Hus-
ton, secretary of the Kentucky Workforce 
Development Cabinet. Huston liked it ahd 
bounced it off Gov. Brereton Jones, and in 
February, they declared Kentucky Tech 
graduates guaranteed. · 
"It sounds great to me," said Gale Rog-
ers, recruitment administrator for Lantech 
Inc., a Louisville manufacturer that needs 
well-trained employees. Joe Craft, manager 
of human resources for· The Budd Co.,.-at 
Shelbyville, said it sounds like a ·good idea 
to·him, too. . .. 
Both admitted, though, -that they'd never 
heard of the guarantee , program, and 
they've been happy to hire Kentucky Tech 
grads without it. "We've found. them well 
qualified for the type of job.s we do," Rog-
ers said. 
Her company makes stretch wrap equip-
ment, and it needs assemblers with me-
clianical and electrical technical training. 
''We've had pretty good luck with the peo- , 
pie we get from Kentucky Tech," she said. · 
Craft was equally enthusiastic - as were· 
Annette Coxon, who · supervises medical 
technicians for the· Humana Heart Insti-
tute's heart program, and Lowell .. Guthrie, , .. 
who said he has built bis Trace Die Casting · 
Inc., at Bowling Green, with a"Kentucky. _ .. · 
Tech-trained workforce. . 
Horton conceded that the guarantee pro-
gram, which he said has been in effect in 
Georgia and other states for two or more 
years, may produce most ·of its mileage as a 
public-relations effort. . 
"l don't really anticipate too many stu-
dents coming back," he said. 
But he and others say the guarantee can 
be cited by El!=onomic-dev~~op~el!t_ 
officials to soothe any womes about 
finding. a well-trained work force 
that might surface among b1:15iness-
es they are trying·t~.~t •, • 
And they say it also will-serve,to: · 
publicize the state's V(!CRti~nal edu-
cation-program,- wbich-15-often-
called_ the "best ke_ :ept secret'' ii) K1111· 
tucky by l!l\(lple like Sam Grass- > , · 
Crass: is . an -assistant · director;. at, : 
Kentucky Tech's :Jefferson campus.' 
in Louisville. He says the- Kentucky· 
Tech system enjoys a lot of support 
from employers. What. it needs, he c. 
says, is students. · 
Craft said that is on the-money; 
His company, which makes-·parts• 
for Ford Motor Co.'s Louisville As· 
sembly Plant, _has both· hlred .. Ken-
tucky Tech graduates an~· worked 
witb,!!ie ·system•s,Shelbyville cam•· 
pus to .train workers alrea~ ,hired. 
The'problem/Ciaft sal~ is c"the 
stigma. regular,. stndents attach to 
tloJllll: courses." ·. ·- ·. - , Y~S~t .. ~-~ ........ ,..~,.,~--~ .. _,.. -~- . ·- ,. ,.~ ....... ~ --
"They are considered to be dum-
m classes. And that is so inco~; J~ training is absolutely valuable. 
Craft said he gets applications 
from people with four:year degrees 
for whom he has no JOb_s_ to off.~r, 
But. he said. ,.technical post-secon-
dary training . can , get you. good 
wag~." ,,---T _ -· - . 
Contrary to the popular view, said 
Allen'Rose; executive director·of the 
' '·. ' · ... 
Kentuckiana Education Workforce 
Institute "The brightest students 
should be going. into .technical edu-
cation. It's what business and indus-
try needs." . ·· 
Because the global economy is · 
one. in . .wbich customers and prod-
ucts constantly change;,~e said;"lill 
workers of the future will ·bave•kJ · 
train constantly:: "'''When -::people'' 
!i .::,;;\,:: .1:;,-~.~ ,1,, '·" ,~·£R-~,. , .. ,:i 
· The program places 'students who 
are within six months or so of com-
pleting_. their_ training in jobs -that 
pay, minimum wage·or better; with 
employers who come to:th,Fschool 
looking for them;,0 ••• • • •,; . ·, ·," •"· ·. 
The 117 · were'· paid 0 ii' ti>ial · of 
$231372.58-last- . -Crass. said.·· . _,, year, .. ,,••··. 
The Kentucky Tech _system~pJaced 
832 students iii -CCH>p jobs' state-
wide, and they earned $978,029.84, 
hesaid ·· '· 
Cras; said the schools have more 
requests from employers foh:i>-op 
employees than they have ,students 
who want jobs and 'are reaey; .. ·so.all · 
qualified students·'Who"5!iek"coop 
work get it. , , 1 .. • . 
~
1Ioi~u\0 Jf1~~~~flii 
have the training/'<'he said;• · .... ., 
. . .. ; :·;;;-. ·:,.\a·.••:••' . 
-.-?.-;~,, .:_-.--~/~r: ·:.:c_..::::~~~--~·:~· ;·:·:·:-~i_:~;:::,~~4t~~i __ ;:,· . ~ ... ·~:;. :.· . . -:_. •'.-_-,;,.;-{:0_~ 
• ·:Joe Craft,'manageriofiJiiman,~urces~.to.:': 
. nae Blldd:~;,; Silld:he:getsappllc:atloa:as:-;; 
. ~plewltlt.foui;year.~egrees for whom he~;:: 
· Has iio Jobs to offer; Biit "technical post• · 
secondary,training·caan·get,you gooclwag"9" 
• : • • ., C ~,; ._'.;,,~. • ··•-'i • • ,··•• '. 
graduate from-high school or col-
lege, we tell them, 'Your education 
is _over, but your training has J'usf 
~gun/ " he said. , · . :· .. · 
. Rose said the Kenlli~iq; Tech\1ys• : 
tem· lends itself to that kind of need , 
because it can make adjustments in· 
its. training to meet employers' spe-
cific requirements. ·Both ~ and 
Gut¥e !min employees through 
special programs at Kentucky Tech 
designed specificslly for them. 
_The graduate guarantee is offered 
on_ students"who·' train at the 23 . 
post-secondary vocational technical 
schools across.- ~the-> stste. · The 
schools. o~r a t~tal-of 75 .. diploma-
level:courses, which _range in length,· 
~ . . . _.... . . •' . 
Aug. 18, 1992 
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. ~-..:..,, :- ~- . 
Dotmitory that was focus 
if:COntroversy opens at NKU . . \:~. ~; ,,_ . ,, 
llbi' iM-1:>ress . the political causes of then-Gov. 
;,.-,:"I' · ··· • · · Wallace Wtlkinson. ,~· - .... - ,,. ,_,"""" ........ · ~:;lreiitucky University has Graves-Turner after the firm ad-
. · · ;'.it donnito,:y complex that milted it had obtained a copy of Pu!-
·: · . ~ · ·-~ foass of llllltewide con- liam's first bid before the two com-
. ~-• · · . ;• the:selection of a con- panies submitted final offers. 
:· ~~- ·· ·ago. · A federal grand jury looked into 
·: 1/ ' ·· · : moving into one the matter but returned no indict-
;· · •. :.ii ;U!e· complex, Woodcrest ments. A state probe has netted sev-
. ·. • ' ::, during the weekend; era! charges. 
· · ·•· • Noise Hall, is to open. Pulliam_began building the dorms 
. . . last 'summer. . 
._ , ' -~ erupted shortly after Woodcrest Apartments' 161 units 
#~ lhe state's lielp in are equipped with full kitchens and 
. -,~ dormito~·for 600 separate-hathrooms. So far;24? st?· 
· · •lbf state F'mance Cabinet dents have reseIVed space Ill 1t. 
:-· . ')1warded, the $10 million. Units rent ~~ $265 a month for 
.. ·f!rcGl'Bffll'Tumet-:Develop- each pe!,l!()ll· m a- two- or three-
-· -~- of Lexington, t011chlng bedroom':. apartment to $~20 a 
· · •from another bidder, month for a.one-person efficiency. 
· "'"~t Co. of South Norse Hall features 75 two-bed-
. -~ _;-'. . room apartments with baths and 
· . ' "\_ contended that Graves- kitchens.for $855 per semester for 
, .. _ . :•;successful because of each student It will a_ccommodate 
··· '. •'ll!llilet:lce, Published re- 300 students,, four per 1111\1. 
·- ,~ that people assoclat- Dean of Students Bill Lamb. said 
· Giaves-Tumer and ill sub- l)e anticipates 100 percent occupan-
. · · _had donated $58,000 to ay In three years. 
LEXINGTON HERALD-LEADER, LEXINGTON, KY., TUESDAY, AUGUST 18, i992 
Donations are up at Eastern 
RICHMOND - Eastern Kentucky University got more donations 
last year than in 1990-91, despite hard economic times. 
President Hanly Funderburk announced yesterday that 14,851 
people and companies _gave $3.5 million to the school in fiscal 1991-





Cynics and critics claim the cost 
of hire, uh, higher education could 
be whittled considerably if so much 
time and money wa-en't wasted 
doing things nobody needs to be 
doing in order to tell people things 
they don't need to know. 
· This, of course, is nonsense. 
How, for.example, could you 
survive without this essential bit of 
information from the media rela-
tions office at Morehead State Uni-
versity: . 
''MSU has alumni living in ev-
ery state in the Union, according to. 
Bill Redwine, MSU's director of 
alumni relations. Of MSU's more . 
than 32,000 alumni, tliere are 28,116 
who are living in one of the 50 
states, the District of Columbia or 
U.S. territories, Redwine's comput-
erized records show." 
. Accompanying the page-long 
news release were two full-page 
maps, one showing the number of 
grads in each state; the other, the 
number in Rowan County and adja-
cent ar~ 
TJ,IE COURIER.JqURNAL, TUESDAY, AUGUSf 18, 18~2 That'_s a 6 percent increase in the number who gave, and a 28 
percent jump in the amount of money. About 13,900 peo11le and 
companies donated $2.7 million to EKU in 1990-91. 
About 60 · percent of the money - $2.1 million _: crune from 
corporations. Individuals gave about 25 percent,· or $886,000. 
Foundations and organizations gave the rest, about $442,000. 
NL~ll\l .,fl_l~s complaint against Lees 
ClNCINNA'll'-The National Labor Relations Board has issued 
a formal coniplaint against Lees College In Jackson, Ky., an NLRB 
official In Cincinnati confirmed yesterday. 
THE COURIER.JOURNAL. TUESDAY, AUGUST 18, 1992 
EKU reports record enrollment 
RICHMOND, Ky. - Eastern Kentucky University's continued 
focus on quality education will carry it through uncertain econom-
ic times, President Hanly Funderburk told faculty and administra-
tive staff yesterday. 
He said EKU had a record summer enrollment of 5,514 students 
and expected another record this fall. Last fall Eastern had 16,525 
students, up from 15, 731 a year earlier. 
Funderllurk said EKU received more than $3.5 mlllion from 
alumni and other contributors during 1991-92. Donations totaled 
more than $2.7 mlllion in 1990-91. 
The complaint stems from an Investigation of a charge former 
chemistry professor Robert Drake filed in June. He contends he 
was fired because of actions he took on behalf of the faculty. 
- The school had been embroiled In tense relations between for-
mer President William B. Bradshaw and most of the faculty. Fac-
ulty members estimate that more than 150 teachers and staff 
members left during Bradshaw's four-year tenure. 
"We'lljust'have to respond to that," said new President Charles 
M. Derrickson, "and I'll have to look at it and see. Of course, I'm 
new. I've been here twp weeks. Some of these things I'm not 
· familiar with." 
Derrickson referred questions to a school attorney, Donald 
Wagner of Lexington, who could not be reached for comment. 
- Edward Verst, regional attorney for the NLRB in Cincinnati, 
said a hearing has been scheduled for Dec. 2 before an adminis-
trative-law judge. Verst said the board also would try to settle the 
complaint with Lees, a tiny, two-year college. 
If not, "we get ready for trial," Verst said. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
i@;, MSU ARCHIVES 
---..P,--A/4 
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~· ·," ·- 'l -~•,;.; .:~.1.·'!. ~, 1 ;"'I· ,,.;.. '.'"l1(f"Ff :, .. .,;1J;f J, 
Jl _.-,::~ __ , -,n·i ...... ,1· .• .t . - _. "r~ a~,~ he •·l°t, -~ils&J i, /t < !9.l• 1 
~aS~'6SitlW~PiaJ)i~{O~sii 
. . By KIM HAMIL'.l'ON. ·· . ,, · - ? • . . . • . • 
With an optimistic outlook and . . fo~ the o~er 95 percent. l wa~t Eaglili-sa1d he looks forward . 
. a. flair: for motivating ··people . .;" this Institution to be one that IS. : to talking with.faculty after the 
Morehead?·s~te :·, Universit '.·· ,lnot. afraid to' set lllf~l;a~oi:15:. fall semester begins. . ·. . . 
. , Presldenf: Dr·" Roiilild ..,Eag!fu J • buhn front _!>_f 111!9plei,1 ~e S.~!11.. _ . Registration Is Thursday and 
., ·y_ h • ·g•·1 ltil'ha · · · ed , · ·- MSU '' Boarlf • of·' tllrec~tlts • . .. - ._· · "'· ,.., 
t:f:e:~cli~~ena e':_\jf,. lli~,~:CeP.t ' .~ , chairman Dr ... Willianf-S_eiit_dil : 'Friday and classes begin OD 
-higliestpost~,•1>1\•1\Zffi,~,,>~~f~,; ·said of Eagllil1 
1_'He',s J}~rl":'-a Mondar. · . . . , 
;,; Eaglin ·took• office·•·as·! the.' -·--· • "''.,J:i"::·.,,;,· Ij:aglin and hrs wife, B0DD1e, 
'llnlversity's.-121h t' 'de t. f leader and seems .. to have the cometoMSUafterheservedfor 
: ;lhe beginning of th~ tf:~1 iea~ •,; ability to operate socially with se-.:en yeaf!! as Chance!lor ~f tl\e 
. ;July_ -1.-·::He _ siJcc:eiids=1forineft both faculty and students." . '!mvers!~Y of ~outh ,carolma. s 
.=.·1>resltlelifbr,:Cf.Nelsllff'ti"11tdi1 Io light of the recent_ budget · Coastal Carolina. College . m 
·t_Wh6re~ired_jilliijlifl;llit~~!:il! . cuts MSU and other uniyersities Myrtle.Beach. . . 
'.0- '"•·•:··.'•,,1,,,,1,,,.;,'!5..~~1?"'1('! have had_ ·to face. this year, Eaglil]mad_eP0!!1trvechan~es 
,, Eaglm,·. 52, says· ·he~ loot<s · :Eaglin says It won't be easy, btit ·at the ~chool, 1m~le~entmg 
, .forwar_c;t. to -leading MSu;· as he : the· university -has to· decide ·: fund0raising · and bu1ldmg new 
;, cho~e,'(t!).'\iiP.PIY. i'.for' the , '. what'.~;. ljilPQi:ta,Qf'aijd . what's facilities,,.' . . 
,-Pr1!1!1dem;y:here·.1>eeause he felt . 'not: -'.r,;-.: _: !'' ,,,:-. I'•~' .•. , · · . Coastal served· about 4,000 
: his ,·-'pliifo~ophj,!r'.ori ·cl!?,~cation , ;, ·: "I'.!ike' _dev~iopment; rwant' stud~nts, from five. borderll!g 
,,m~tched :Jllit,
1
~isSb~!l.-, of the _ : people_ to realize that change is. ., urban oriented counties: He said 
1..}!lllv.erslty, \!; ... · ,':.,. ,· .. . -not a ·dirty word," he said, "I :very. few stu1ents lived on 
·· , T,hat !rlissl~n h1dudes offermg , want. eyeryooe to _understand ' campUs ther_e. · · 
:·~ducational •'•opportunities to · tfiat t:llange_;"_can •·,accoinplish 1 . Seaton said the board. cho,se ,peopleut_th~EasternKentucky; ·;tJµngs;'."·' ., .. ,., .. ,, ·• .,, __ ,.... Eagll~ because of his ac-
·;;area_who.w1sh to.fUrther_their. ,;:·r.isu•s··operatiflg·budget·has .· comphshnients a~ Coa_s~I !l~d 
t,.':fldemic.skll!~.;:,:'-~' :.-· · · , , bee~ .tHmmedJo' $57.4 million, 'his lack of political lies m 
tli.'{,.'.,~~.~~.1til~ili!l!tit wh~ ·. tome , .. aµ_ 8:4 percent· re1ilctioil _ from ! Easter~ Kentucky. , . , .. 
1,\.lr"~~~ potential/' he., tliel991-92year, ·. ,. ... . Eagbn grew up m St. Louis, 
1•;.,;i,.,.d·""-;;b t ' -· 
1
-i ' · •th· '
1 
'. ·---;•· · " · Eaglin lilalntairts · a realistic' the only son of a meat cutter and 
sa1 u somermes a 1snt , , . . hi if H h gr 
l! d w t ta f ._ pomt of view about the school's· . s w e.- e - as one youn e rea1ze. emus _un pmoreo. 'f din '"Id ,11 k f · sister, . 
that po~ential." . ' : ,. w'fudfat to r~~urn 
00 
us .~~ ~: His parents currently reside 
Eaglin says hrs management · · , · ,, h 'd in St Louis where they ·will 
t 1 · · · · · rt· · H previous economy, e sa1 , · . , :'. ~ Y e IS a very asse 1-.:e one. e _. adding that he is prepared 'for ce)ebrate their 50th wedding 
. 1s .not shy. about makm~ tough --even less fundllig in the future. . _ anniversary this year. ·· : : ;) 
decisions and likes.to roll up iiis ~ •·-· 0 1·thliik lhe'economy·ls such. · ·Eaglin · g~aduated f_r.o_m 
sleeves to work on solving ";that· w_e 'inriy;-get hit-''again. _Normandy High School m- -~ 
.,problems. . · -., · · iThlngs·•·aren't good;",'° Eaglin class of about 650. Afterward; he 
•·· "I'm a doer," he' said, "I like •·· · · pursued a ··career as a math 
. positive people and I really get a . said. teacher and attended Southeast 
-tkick'when I cim motiv11te people · He· adds that his idea for -Missouri State College (SEMO>. 
.no accomplish.beyond what they· proactive planning could He . says much of his 
-:thought they dould do;'o:,., ... .-, .. ,, . alleviate some of the reported educational philosophy came ;i") ·"People do _:better·,i( yoti let:· low morale among faculty and from going to school at SEMO. 
'f them know what you expect of staff that surfaced during the "If it had-not been for an in-
. _them, I'm not much on sitting - · budget crunch this spring. , - stitution like SEMO, I would not 
·-back'_ahd_ riot having.any:_ex-· > "Ithinktherewashoplanln ._have ·teceivecl a coll~ge 
_pectatlims," he said; . -'- · · ... , 0 effect·that could have.handled .education.. · - ·.· 
_ :'. He: expects students to work to . 'the budget turnaround;'-'. Eaglin · ·,;All this time I've always 
.- earngoodgrades. lf tliey are not ,·said, 
1
•:we, were·, ln·-a -reactive .,sought out schools that wiriilil 
· putlillg forth ah· effbft td better - mode othi!r than a prQai:tive provide an opportunity to people 
"'::themselves,-< he'· says· they-•are : · one, Decisions at that ~line ha_d in. a ba_ckground like mine,•~ ,he 
Wast1ng·';\heir : parents' · hard- .. , to be maqe wjth viiry,little input. saiil. · · : 
'• · .. -.,,. · · ·• · ,. ' · · "Unforttinately; we'v.e seel). Eaglin served as vice cJ:ti/,n-
•· earned money or financial aid. some trau111atic_tim~,ln the last cellor at University of Soil.th 
that someone else could have " six months and · I can. -Un- c:;arolina at Spartanburg for-'11 
used. · · · . ~erstand moraili.may have ~een years before. he took post .at 
"If a student comes here and I b t I h t · b t th t · · · ,.. • 1 ill' d his ow, u ope o com a . 11 . .Coastal Carolina. . .-_. / rs no w mg to o or her Problemsneed.togetsolvedaod 1eon11nua1011-twol. 
part or not mature.enough to 2 weneedtoturnaroundaodhave · · ·· ·· 
take: the responslbllity;')'m Ji>r); control over olir-di;!stiny. 
sending them home .. %:: ·, ... :.,.·r 'f..·' 
1 - "I'll.'try to ge_t,a .. proactive 
. ''·'Readiness isl.an Important-I model for. faculty and ad-
part of gettlilg ilil' educatioii". lf3 ministration to g~t. quality and 
· students aren't' i:n,irtUi-e enough,' {i momentum going," he said . 
. why let 5 percent of them nilli i~. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
. . l¼'r-; 
'Dr:;Eagljn-
. They have four children: , '· 
·.Ronnie, 29, who ~orks_ willi, ~n 
environmental engm~nng.!t!ll 
in Orlando, Fla.,. Lon, 27, ,, bo 
; fea'."hes:;·schoor J1C·S9Jlth 
;,\:;?i~~~)i1agli~ sa)'.$;iS~e WlfY 
~ 
, (Continued from page one) . 
.. .. Before that post _he ~s 
r:egional director . of -~e. 
American College Tes!1.11g 
program where he. -Yj'l!S 
responsible for ACT SC!)~~ :f~r 
half of the U ./:l. . -. :1:.,-,! 
.. Eaglin met his wife,. ,.u)e 
former Bonnie Clinton whil!!, m 
his sophoIIlore y~_r at ~o~l~~~fl 
1959. ., · ··. 
·move fo the Lexmgton j\!'.1111--,,::x 
Michael, 26; works m Myrtie 
Beach s.c. while _Jeff, h!S 
youngiist son, works on finis_hj_~g 
liis undergraduate degr~f;m 
philosophy and master's degi;ee 
in Hotel, · Restaurant __ ;~d 
_ Tourism in South Carolina. . , · 
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By Jack Brammer 
Herald-Leader Frankfort bureau 
FRANKFORT - State law-
makers will keep getting free tick-
ets to university sporting events. 
On a 4-4 vote yesterday, the 
General Assembly's Board of Ethics 
decided that accepting the freebies 
is not an ethical violation. 
Three of the four lawmakers on 
the board voted to keep the free 
tickets. They were joined by one 
citizen member. The three other 
citizen members wanted to do away 
with the free tickets. One legislator, 
Sen. David Karem of Louisville, 
agreed. 
Karem, a Democrat who also is 
chairman of the ethics board, said 
the issue might be reconsidered 
because one citizen member was 
absent and could have broken the 
tie. That memlier said yesterday · 
that he would have voted to stop 
the free tickets. -
The tickets - particularly 
those to University of Kentucky 
basketball gan,es ~ are one of the 
most . cherished perks available to 
siate'lawmakers. 
Voting with Karem for a ban 
were University of Kentucky law 
professor Robert G. Lawson, Bard-
stown radio broadcast executive 
Tom Isaac and farmer Douglas 
walker · of Gracey in Christian 
County. 
Three legislators - Sen. Walter 
Baker R-Glasgow, and Reps. Paul 
Clark,' D-Louisville, and Raymond 
Overstreet, R-Liberty, voted to keep 
the tickets. They were joined by 
Owensboro banker Edward F. John-
son. 
The ninth member - Frankfort 
publisher Albert Dix - was absent 
because of business matters. 
He later said the free tickets are 
improper. 
"I don't know if legislators. are 
influenced by free tickets, and I 
don't think universities deliberately 
try to do that, but some sort of debt 
is created, and that is not proper," 
Dix said. 
Lawmakers "might be better off 
to buy the tickets, but even the 
opportunity to buy tickets is worth 
something." 
Karem said he will poll mem-
bers to see whether they want to 
vote again. 
"Any member can bring it up 
... I would be for reconsidering it," 
Karem said. 
The board, made up of citizens 
and legislators, decides questions of 
conduct for lawmakers. 
The composition of the board is 
being discussed by a special Task 
Force on Governmental Ethics. 
Some on the task force· have criti-
cized the ethics board for its unwill-
ingness to discipline lawmakers. 
Karem who also serves on the task 
force, has said lawmakers shouldn't 
be on the board because they can't 
or won't police themselves. 
State law prohibits legislators 
from accepting any gift of favor 
worth $200 or more ''from any 
person known to have legislative 
interests, under circumstances that 
a major purpose of the donor is to 
influence him in the performance of 
his official duties." · 
Violation of the law constitutes 
a misdemeanor. However, it !µis n9t 
been enforced because of its va,gue 
wording. 
The most prized free tickets for 
legislators are from the University 
of Kentucky. 
Each legislator is offered tw.Q_ 
free tickeis to every UK home 
football and basketball gan,e each 
year. For the coming season, two 
tickets to the 15 basketball gan,es 
would be $450 and for the six 
football gan,es, $238. 
· Last year; all but one legislator 
accepted the free tickets. Rep. Joe 
Clarke, D-Danville, paid for his. 
Policies, vary at other universi-
ties. 
yesterday's board meeting, Baker 
said there was a difference betwee!l 
accepting freebies from a P!Jbhc 
agency like UK and from a pnvate 
enterprise. · 
Baker raised the issue in March 
when he questioned a practice of 
Turfway Park, a racetrack in North-
ern Kentucky, which gives legisla-
tors free tickets worth $230 for the 
Jim Beam Stakes. 
If it is wrong for legislators to 
accept free tickets from public uni-
versities Baker asked, what a,bout 
free parking for legislators in the 
state garage in Frankfort or the free 
use of state phones? 
Overstreet, who leaves office 
this year, said he agrees with_ Bak-
er. He said he saw no confhct of 
interest with the free tickets. lie 
noted that many legislators give 
their tickets to constituents. 
It also would be unfair, Over-
street said to stop free tickets for 
legislators' while official~ in the 
executive branch keep getting them. 
Board member Isa;ic disagreed. 
"If I were a member of the 
General Assembly, I'd distance my-
self from any 'appearance of impro-
priety," he said. 
"We are not here to address 
whether the governor's staff is get-
ting free tickets. We're here to 
address the General Assembly." 
Baker and Overstreet said the 
board might be overrea,cting be-_ 
cause of the continuing federal in-
vestigation of corruption in state 
government. Five former legislators 
have been indicted and have plead-
ed guilty to charges of bribery and 
extortion. 
"Now- the -pressure-is· on the-
General Assembly to prove that it 
is purer than pure," Baker said. 
Overstreet said no one indicted 
in the FBI investigation has pleaded 
guilty to being influenced by free 
basketball tickets. 
Karem noted that the board 
began looking at free tickets befo~e 
the FBI investigation became pubhc, 
March 31. . 
Besides lawmakers, many other, 
public officials get free UK tick!!ts,: 
including state Supreme Court JUS· ,_ 
tices former governors, members of ' 
the 'UK Board of :Trustees, and: 
Lexington's .police ·and -fire chiefs. ·' 
' ; . :,"} ,-., ,·~ ,: -i~~ 
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-Lawmakers' free college-game tickets safe 
By FRAN ELLERS, Staff Writer 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - That most beloved of 
legislative perks - free tickets to state univer- , 
sity sporting events - narrowly escaped su_d-
den death yesterday at the hands of the Legis-
lative Board of Ethics. · 
On a tie vote, the board defeated a prop?sal 
that would have stopped the free flow of tick-
ets, an arrangement under_ which uni"'.ersities 
get good will in exchange for good ttmes at 
basketball and football games. . 
Tue vote comes in spite of a law that prohib-
its legislators from taking gifts worth more 
than $200 - less than the aggregate value of 
tick~ts-to~ say: home basketball games at the 
University of Kentucky. 
"I thinkthe statute's pretty clear," said board 
chairman David Karem, a Democratic state 
senator from Louisville. · 
But Karem's side lost when the three other 
lawmakers on the board voted against a pro-
posal to advise legislators that taking tickets 
worth more than $200 is against the law. 
"I think (it) is an affront to say, quite frankly, 
that a legislator can be bought with two Univer-
sity of Kentucky basketball or football tickets," 
said Raymond Overstreet, a Republican repre-
sentative from Liberty. 
State Sen. Walter Baker contended that the 
law which has been in effect for more than a 
dec~de, applies to gifts from private so~rces, 
not from public agencies. "No one has viewed 
this as improper or illegal that I'm aware of," 
said Baker, R-Glasgow. 
Karem and others argued that the law makes 
no distinction between public and 
private gifts and that the lapse of 
time between passing and enforcing 
the law should not matter. 
Ultimately, the vote was on 
whether to issue an opinion advis-
ing lawmakers not to take tickets 
with an aggregate value of more 
than $200, and the eight members 
present split 4-4. 
The sole absent member, newspa-
per publisher Albert Dix of Frank-
fort, said later that he would have 
opposed the free tickets. He said he 
missed the meeting because of de-
mands at his newspaper, which is 
getting new equipment. 
Karem said he will not insist on 
another vote but will put the -issue 
on the a~enda again if a member 
asks, or if a majority of members 
want it that way, 
He acknowledged that the board's 
decision yesterday "will not neces-
sarily be well received." 
. It wasn't. 
The decision sets a "very bad pre-
cedent," said Richard Beliles, volun-
teer director of Common Cause in 
Kentucky who has argued that the 
state needs even stricter ethics laws 
than the one at issue yesterday. 
Yesterday's split was primarily 
between board members who are 
legislators and those who are not. 
Three of the four lawmakers on the 
board - Baker, Overstreet and Rep, 
Paul Clark, D-Louisville - voted 
against advising lawmakers not to 
· take the tickets, while three. of the 
five other members supported it, 
They were Bardstown broadcast-
er Tom Isaac, University of Ken-
tucky law professor Robert Lawson 
and Douglas Walker, a Christian 
County farmer. 
The min-legislative board member 
opposing the opinion was· Owens-
boro banker Edward F. Johnson. 
Current Jaw says that lawmakers 
shall not accept any gift worth $200 
or more from "any one person 
known to have legislative interests, 
under circumstances from which it 
could reasonably be Inferred that a 
major purpose of the donor Is to in-
fluence him in the performance of 
his official duties." The $200 limit 
applies to gifts from one source over 
a three-year period. 
The proposed opinion reasoned 
that, even though lawmakers would 
argue that the free tickets do not In-
fluence their votes and universities 
would argue that they are simply a 
gesture of good will, they amount to 
an attempt to influence lawmakers 
who vote on Issues of interest to uni-
versities, including their budgets. 
Board members argued both side 
of that issue yesterday. 
Overstreet said that lawmakers 
don't necessarily use the tickets; 
sometimes they pass them on to con-
stituents. He said he knows of 
"many a young boy or girl who nev-
er would have seen a University of 
Kentucky basketball ticket had it not 
been for this." 
Overstreet also complained that 
such a prohibition does not apply to 
members of other branches of gov-
el'l)lllent who get tickets, Including 
key members of Gov. Brereton 
Jones' staff and state Supreme Court 
justices. An executive-branch code 
of ethics passed during the 1992 
General Assembly session does not 
prohibit Jones' staff members from 
taking the tickets. 
"Our support of the University of 
Kentucky and other state universi-
ties obviously is in no way related to 
athletic events," said Diana Taylor, 
Jones' chief of staff. ''We don't feel 
that accepting tickets from a state 
institution is a conflict," 
Nevertheless, in discussions about 
stronger ethics laws, the administra-
tion has floated the Idea of a law that 
would prohibit legislators from tak-
ln~ anything at alf of value from lob-
b)llsts. A task force of mostly legisla-
tors is studylnj: the issue in prepara-
tion for a special session on ethics to 
be held later this year - prompted 
in \)art by a federal Investigation of 
legislative corruption - and Jones 
has said he would be willing to con-
sider applying their proposals to the 
executive branch as well. 
Isaac and Lawson said yesterday 
that the Jaw in question plainly ap-
plies only to legislators, so other is-
sues are ancillary. 
All those who .spoke agreed that 
the tickets· may well not be a cor-
rupting influence. 
But, Isaac said, if he were a legis-
lator, "I think I would be doing ev-
erything I could to distance myself 
from any appearance of Impropri-
ety." 
The policy of distributing free 
tickets varies among universities, 
and UK tickets are probably the 
most popular. Last year, out of the 
138 state legislators who were of-
fered free tickets by UK, only state 
Rep. Joe Clarke, D-Danville, chose 
to pay for his own. 
Information for Ihle story wae al10 
gathered by The Associated Preas. 
• 
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prepared }:Jtaglin 
tells MS c~~if.~pµlty 
Urges attention 
to students 
"A person cannot be suc-
essful in your classroom if 
------· 
he(s;ntiriifug it at both epds," 
-----------,, E1gii.it'.tofd a gathering of 
By JIM ROBINSON , about· .. 40.0· faculty and .,-staff. · 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT ":'i'.Oui.can'Lhave it both ways. 
You-:can't raise hell all night; 
MOREHEAD - In his first drinJ[·yourself into oblivion 
major university address, iu(c!;possibly fade in .. ~mt,C>1,1t 9f ., 
Morehead State University's·., . jo:Ut::"clas'ses· and"· be:,C:sJ!c-:, ') 
new president said Wednesday c~§s(ul:". . · _;·_ · .. ,:: 
he won't tolerate self-. '<f'A'itiiotigh the "vastAnajor- ' 
destructive students and un- ' , ity" of students don't .fit that 
prepared professors. •category, the 52-year-old Eag-
Ronald Eaglin said he has . , ,lih,' in a sometimes blunt and 
told staff and faculty to con- . \ /ltently wor~ed sp~ech, ~aid he . 
front students engaging in · · was·•"tired ·of us 1gnormg be-
self-destructive behavior and havior in students that is self-
ask them to drop out of school destructive." 
if they aren't cutting it in the He. also warned faculty 
classroom. members that he won't stand 
LEXINGTON HERALD'LEADER, LE INGTON, KY., FRIDAY, AUGUST 21, 1992 
for professors- who aren't 
doing their job. · 
1 "I expect for you to be on 
time·, be ready· anct ne pre-
pared," he said. "!f you're not, 
as far as I'm concerned you're 
. not a professional. 
"If a person doesn't fit. the 
best thing we can do for them 
is to help them find. a job 
somewhere else," he added. 
Eaglin chastised members of 
the school's staff who wore 
baseball caps into Button Au-
ditorium. 
"As far as I'm concerned, 
it's hats off, shape up and be 
involved," he said. 
· It was the first time since 
taking over as MSU's 12th 
president in July that Eaglin, 
the former chancellor at 
Coastal Carolina College in 
Conway, S.C., had spoken to 
the entire faculty. 
He said he will "work my 
fanny off'' to provide the re-
sources faculty members need 
to teach students: He said 
teaching, scholarship and pub-
lic service should be the 
school's main missions. 
With three former MSU 
f Morehe d chief vows he'll 
be tough on students, teachers 
Associated Press 
MOREHEAD - Moreb d 
State University President Ron Id 
Eaglin, in his first speech to t e 
entire faculty since his · ina -
tion, said he will not tolerate If-
destructive students and unp e-
pared professors. 
Eaglin also chastised mem 
of the school's staff who w re 
baseball caps into Button Aqdito · -
um for the Wednesday event " 
far as I'm concerned, _it's hats 
shape up and be involved," he 
Eaglin, 52, said he has told s 
and faculty . to confront stude ts 
engaging in self-destructive be v-
ior and ask them to drop out f 
school if they are not ·cutting it "n 
the classroom. 
"A person cannot be succei;sfµI 
in your classroom if he's burning it 
at both ends," · Eaglin told 
faculty and staff. ''You can't have it 
both ways. You can't raise hell I 
night, drink yourself into. oblivi 
and possibly fade in and out 
your classes· and be successful.''.· 
New Morehead President 
Ronald Eaglin gave his first 
speech to faculty and staff. 
bers that he will not stand for 
professors who are not doing their 
job. 
"I expect for you to be on time, 
be ready and be prepared;" he said. 
"If you're not, as far as I'm con-
cerned you're not a professional. 
"If a person doesn't fit, the best 
thing we can do for them is to help 
them find a job somewhere else." 
Eaglin, former chancellor at 
Coastal Carolina College in Conway, 
S.C., took over as.Morehead State's 
12th president in July. 
· He said he will "work my fanny 
off' to provide the resources faculty 
members need to teach students. 
Eaglin said teaching, scholarship 
and public service should be the 
school's main missions. 
With three former Morehead 
State presidents in the audience -
Adron Doran, Morris Norfleet and 
Although the "vast majority'' of A.D. Albright - Eaglin said the 
students do not fit that category, school is on a sound foundation. 
Eaglin said he was ''tired bf us But although residents of the 
ignoring behavior. in students that school's 23-county service area are 
is self-destructive." thankful, he said, ''They also have 
'H~ also. warned faculty mem- great expectations of us." 
-A s~~vicii'~f the Office -~i'Media Relations-
&1'·t· ;:_;11 r C •"•) ~--
presidents in the audience -
Adron Doran, .Morris Norfleet ! 
and A.D. Albright - Eaglin 
said the school is on a sound 
foundation. But while resi-
dents of MSU's 23-county ser-
vice area are thankful, he said 
"they also have -great expecta-
tions of us." 
He also said he hopes to ful-
fill expectations the school has 
of him. 
"I was not brought here.for 
the status quo necessarily," he 
said. "I was brought here, by 
your invitation, to move us 
forward." 
THE COURIER-JOURNAL, FRIDAY, AUGUST 21, 1992 __ _ 
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Morehead gets warning in speech 
MOREHEAD, Ky, - Morehead State Unive_rsity President Ron-
ald Eaglin said he won't tolerate self-destructive s~dents and_ un-
prepared professors in his first speech to the entire faculty smce 
his inauguration. , h 
Eaglin also chastised memb~rs ?f the school s staff w o wore , 
baseball caps into Button Auditonum for the event W:ednesda~; 
"As.far as rm concerned, it's hats off, shape up and be mvolved, 
he said. · nfro t tu 
Eaglin 52 said he has told staff and faculty to co n s • 
dents.engaging· in self-destruclr.'.e b~h~vior and ask them to drop 
out of school•if they·aren't cutting .1t m the·classroo!11, , 
"A erson cannot be suc.cessful in your classroom if hes ~urn-
ing it ~t both.ends," Eaglin told about 400 faculcy: and st:nf, 'You 
can't have it both ways. You can't raise hell all mght, drink your-. 
self into oblivion and possibly fade in and out of your classes and 
be successful." ·· , 
He also warned faculty members that he won t stand for profes-
sors who aren't doing their job. "I expect for you to be on time, be 
ready and be prepared," he said. . . 
Eaglin former chancellor at Coastal Carolin.a College m Con-
way, S.C;, took over as MSU's 12th president m July, 
T!Je _Daily lndep~ndent, Ashland, Kentucky. Thursday, August 20, 1992 
Marshall cente·r to bear 
name of AOI chairntan 
. HUNTINGTON, W.Va. -
>lewly developed quarters to . 
.1ouse programs for outstand-
ing undergraduate students at 
:v1arshall University will be· 
.1amed in honor of John R. 
nail, chairman and chief ex-
icutive officer of Ashland Oil 
[nc. . .. 
University Place, that honored 
Hall and other volunteer lead-
ers· of the recently completed 
successful Campaign for Mar-
shall. 
of Yeager Scholars but also the · 
Honors Program and John 
Marshall Scholars. 
· · Hall served as chairman of 
the fund-raising drive, which 
finished four months ahead of 
. schedule and brought in $11.3 
million in ca$ and pledges -
$1.3 more than the goal . 
The three programs, all de-
signed for outstanding under-
graduate students, will retain 
separate identities while form-
ing the new Center ·for Aca-
demic Excellence . 
The John R. Hall Center for 
.\cademic Excellence will be 
'ormally dedicated in ceremo-
1 ies Oct. 1, said Marshall 
>resident J.,Wade Gilley. · · 
·· Marshall plant-operations 
personnel have been working 
for ·_several weeks expanding 
the former Yeager suite on the 
second floor of MU's Old Main 
Martha Woodward, a former 
president of the Cabell County 
Board of Education, has been 
named director. . 
The announcement was the• 
1ighlight of a Sunday eveniµg 
·eception at Gilley's residence, 
In making the announce-
ment,. Gilley cited. Hall's com-
. to house not only· the Society 
' .. , ,~ . 
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Yea! Rah! Ethics! 
Time to end free tickets for public officials 
G bod news, Kentucky · cially the prized UK basketball legislators! You can tickets. The longstanding practice keep getting free tickets amounts to .nothing more than a to University of Ken- . bribe from-public universities to 
tucky basketball games - at least · · elected officials. It's no more appro-
for now. priate than other freebies handed 
On Tuesday, the Legislative 
Board of Ethics deadlocked 4-to-4 -
on whether lawmakers should be 
allowed to accept tickets to state 
university sporting events. The 
ninth board member, Albert Dix of 
Frankfort, was absent, but favors 
prohibiting such freebies. So, the 
. privilege may not last long. 
It certainly shouldn't.-There's 
no good case to be made for law-
makers getting free tickets;_ espe-
out by interests seeking support 
from legislators. 
· At-least, there's-now some----· 
promise that the Board of Ethics 
will put a stop to the practice. That 
· should put-some pressure on other 
public officials, including members 
of the Kentucky:_Supreme Court. 
They, too, get free:tickets. And · 
there's.no board-of ethics to set' 
rules for them. If lawmakers stop 
taking these freebies, maybe the 
state's top judges will see the wis-
dom of doing likewise,· ·. 
mitment to improving educa-
1 tional opportunity, both as an 
I individual and as a corporate 
: leader, and his outstanding 
support of Marshall . 
"John Hall has been unstint-
ing in his efforts in behalf of 
Marshall University and we're 
pleased to have this op-
portunity to recognize him as 
a good friend, valued adviser 
and outstanding supporter," 
Gilley said. 
Hall said Gilley discussed 
the naming with· him _ in _!lg· 
vance, asking how he would 
feel about it, "and I was very 
honored that they would con-
sider it. 
"I'm delighted Marshall is 
getting a surrt. O!l __ an_ endows_ 
ment, because to be a great 
university, a program like 
that is·necessary. And this Is a 
good start." 
Hall said he has worked 
with his alma mater, Vander-
bilt University, on similar 
drives. 
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Bl}rs :new ·.regents ,:<·-': . 
';ilt .1~t_Ke;~1I )'r_ .. •eiafup ·:·,d>· ::, 
. 'i1::.'11 ,., J~ . , .. ~ 1, .. :,,r,V~{."· ~ t 1 •. , I · ...,.., ttl, 
Mettdith's:~cQlltract;~ .. -· · 
j I .. f •· ~ 1 ~~ ( r. '• ! • ; t-" • . ., •• ' ' • ' '. , '• ,. . ·-I ,-. •. , . ., ,l. - b 
~Y•~J\....._ ~ CROSSLEY._. /., • · • ? · .:· · .: - Confusion over the payments arose . e-_ 
,y CYND1JA, . .. ,. . M redith' --'ftt-tnn contract specifi 
;taff Writer . \·.._, · ~ · 1 fi'- • ·· ~ -;,; f cause• e s =uve ed 
.J,,,./ : .... l i• t. : r1• ''- (;, • • • •• J cally said they were not to be us as ~m-tioWi.tN0 GREEN1 K}'I -Western Ken- . pensation. Yet Western's system of ~ymg . 
· cky Untversityls new board of regents will • Susan Meredith a flat $2,000 a mon was 
i~te a11 ~ntirely nevJ ·contract for Presi:, technically compensation, because th~ ~er- ) 
~ent )Tliori1ai Meredith that will include. a ) ~tbs did lnot have to show Weste ':f:1 
ttef'way'bf handlittg conttoverslal· enter~ receipts or other reco~ds for the pa~e r 
llitiitiettt payments that h+~ been golpg ~~l $ (However!+... the ~erealdiRths kep\~:;e ~h~ 
~ 1tiifl! fJltsM. t-' · ., ,..'-· • · . , · , ,.'i, $phl\'e to me Intern evenue in 
, Thf ~eclsiob was' hlb<Slig 19, p~~rai the money Ytl~ hot strictly perso~~ • 
andpohcy changes recommended by Mer- ' come.) . . ' 1,,; said 
edith that the regents approved yesterday in ~: · l'Wben 1 came here, they simp,, h 
~e to a controversial financial review itte~· are additional funds,' and ~ey~ . an-
brdered by their predecessors. Many ~f th~ 'ciied th;-amoilrit" Merefilth told the 
recolilJ!lepdations ffollow thtingose ~ Z:il regents yesterd~y, referring to for-
Louisville office o accou!1 · 1 mer regents and administrators. " It 
Andersen & Co., which did the review and was not ayment to her for any par• 
urged the regents to adopt tighter_ spending I ticular iliiog. She didn't seek it; I 
toQ.trols:i . : · ' • ' i was just told about tlils." · ' · · 
The b<1ard's executive committee. has yet , The a ents became a major is-
to start negotiations with Meredith, _but i sue 1J fiill. Meredith halted them 
}>oard Chairman Bums Mercer of Hardi~- ' l as a bitter controversy split the pre-
burg said in an interview after ~este~ay s 1 1 vious board and r;esulted in the_ fi. meeting that he envisioned holdin~ pnv~te i nancial review. . 
f\ind-~ers to supply the Me~diths with • Meredith told the regents y~ster- . 
the money they need to entertain potential ; day that the cou_p le have continued 
donors and others helpful to Western. I to entertain 11 officially,. paying . the 
"Then there's no question over what the cost on their own. · 
nioheys 'used for, because it won't involve . The regents may also see~ private 
public funds,'! Mercer said.i c . money for other areas que_stioned in . 
--"'-------~~ ~ - • , ! the financial review, including ~u-
. He stressed, however, that he didn_t ·. san Meredith's travel with Meredith 
fa:ibw if his fund-raiser idea would be f ~1- on 'official university business and 
ble because of competition for money. Right the small pool of money Meredith 
now' ht Bowling Green, fund-raising drives had been using to give small gifts ~ 
ti.re under way to build a Na~onal Corvette pins, neckties, and. in one case, a 
Museum and pay for Western s football and sweatshirt and fnut basket - in 
otht!r athletic programs, and on the horizon thanks to individual university do-
ts a drive to build a YMCA Those are in nors. ' 
4iddltion to Meredith's goal of dramatically At least four of the regents -
lhcteasing private giving to Western. · Mercer, Fred Mu~ge, C. C. ~oward 
Aowever, accordliig to the financial re- l Gray and Earl Fts_her - said they 
vi w the Merediths' entertainment spend- thought the Mered1ths needed some 
in~ '1s a relatively , small sum: roughly s~~ of money to cover those ac-
$56,000 over a three-year period. tivtties. 
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i , , • l ! \ ., ~I ., ,1 ~ t . 
>, ,,t_.i ;/11 ~.,,. l ')t, • ~s ; , , f• f : • .r t • !/ 'P .l 
· PrioritiesJ1lOl 1· 1.i:·:11;r,f .:•i~:. ·,.ii ...• ,i •·1 ~ ·.\ • : 
~'<Ji)",/ '01\.V 't'lrJ'II tl>ll 1,·1 ••OU 1 · • •I 1 t W 'I '"I ' >(' r:~•-; ., .. 
m" r; ' .. ;' ''aEN ~ntucky coll~e-~~ nance. ' Some.small private schools 
b!UO' \ ; students return,to cam• •_.., are declaring1bankruptcy. ' .. .. 
.ft..J-1. , !' pus next wee~• ~ey'll 1 As is true throughout the coun• ,· 
n11111 :..1. 11-.inur,ediately see;, evi• i, tly, Kentucky students and their , 
H, dence of the 't1tate's budget prob-n,_. familles are pa)1ng a rising sharen 
l(d~ms.1 Most will · find that- ·classes of the ,COststof public higher .edU• .'.r 
{'!rare larger add that there are fewerrr cation. That ·trend, ·which is basl• , 
.,,ta ~oose~ftom:•Facttlty will• findlii>- cally sounctJ seents likely to contin• ,· ·· 
·: ·that work loads~ bigger because ue in the foreseeable .future. The.1 ,, 
there arerl't nearly as'•many part~h,problem ·is that state revenue is 
-~ tttne teachers us there' were a year . getting squeezed byi other needs, 1 • 
,., hgoi Staff ttielribers are'' illteady · es~ally h~alth care,' correctioru& · 
h1(iddirig that luielt ',workloads ,p-e·1~ and "secoHdliry •' edUcatibn. 1Bett~ 1 • 
" 1 tiigger, too. 11 ,!.fl ·· ·· ! 1 ~ .. • 1 '11 1 1 tightenltig also is a prudent way to 
' In contrast to the I ct.its ' being ~· ·cope, ahd Kentucky colleges could I. . 
I~; iffade at colleges and I universities1~1 'sfand to dd more Df it _,! there's 'I. 
,,@~~efe,' J>~cul!lfly in ~~ifQr•r ~till way too' plUCb I overlap. . 
nia,,'keHtuc~ ,is ge~g tit.()!¥ht1Y, •~ ' The, danger lri all this down-siz-
at least sd far.1 Instead o( pay- · 1ng is that Kentuckians will forget 
checks, the ·university of Califor• that its colleges and universities 
nili _is paying11 faculty ·with IOUs; ,.. are one of the state'1J1chief advan•, 
and there's fa1k .of closing whole d ages.• The •training -bpportunities J ;· 
campuses. Yale intends to ax two they offer. are lhl\ior selling points 
de~lµtments and. trim its teaching} ,arid /essential Ktoll future 'develop- ir ,. 
staff .bY. 11 peree,nt. It ~o needs to ment. Undermining higher ~uca-
do, ~1 :::bimon
1
'~.,Vorth . of ,. mainte- tion can be costly,in the Jong run. 
' l 
· Many on11e otner recommenda-
tions related to the financial review 
involved imposing tighter spending 
I controls on several areas, including 
l the physical plant, the president's 
! offietal residence and university de-
" velopment. One suggestion was 
11 quarterly budget reviews that woulcl 
, require formal explanations of "ex-
traordinary" overspending. 
• Some methods of control have yet 
to be developed. For example, the 
new, vice president for administra• 
tion and technology, James Ramsey, 
, is to develop new billing procedures 
{ for the physical plant1 which has 
lost more than $1 million over the 
1 last t4ree years,, the review said. 
: Meredith also took particular is-
sue with the previous board'~ ques-
tions about. some improvements 
. made at the official residence. l{e · 
1 said some ,of .the questioned iin-
; . provemepts - which included in-
stapm.g a
1
bathroom in a garage, re-
locating !l power line that "drooped 
precariously low" and adding a side 
parking lot - were made so the 
Merediths · could better use their 
· backyard for parties, again to enter-
tain potential donors and others. 
•. " Some former regents had also 
''questioned the installation of a 
whirlpool in the Meredith's private 
bathroom. Yesterday Meredith said 
that he has had a "severe lower 
back problem" since college and 
that a doctor recommended the · 
whirlpool as a treatment. He said he 
· sou&ht bids on the whirlpool -but : 
, was 1♦very shocked" to learn that in- ' 
~ stallation costs bad caused that ex-
pense to" "far exceed" the $1,300 
price of the tub - and the amount 
he had budgeted. (Meredith didn't 
give that cost, and it could not be 
determined from the Andersen re-
port.) 
In discussing his recommended 
controls, , Meredith observed that 
university officials had been follow-
ing "procedures that had been put 
in place since 1906. That's )ust kind 
of the way things were bemg oper-
ated: 'We just never had done that 
before.''! 
In other business yesterday, the 
regents: 
' ■ Approved a $107 million budget 
for 1992-93 that follows the budget 
plan approved in April when the 
previous board had to cut $6.1 mil-
. lion from the budget. 
. ■Voted 8-2 to stop a legal appeal 
stemming from a successful chal-
lenge of the hiring of former Gov. 
' Louie B. Nunn in January to guide 
, the financial review. 
■ Gave Meredith authority to ne- ' 
, gotiate a settlement with Arthur An-
' dersen, which seeks to double its 
$35,000 bill for the review. . 
■ Established an "Athletics Task 
Force," .to be·headed by board Vice 
Chairman Monnie Hankins of Lou- I 
lsville, to review university athletic 
• programs and make recommenda-
tions by the next board meeting, on 
Oct. 29. The review is intended to • 
help settle arguments over what 
. athletic conference Western should 
be in and what the school's long- • 
, term spending on athletics should 
. be, Mercer said. 
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Eaglin says students should 
be ready to attend university 
By KIM HAMILTON · · "A student can't be successful "If we expect students to be 
Morehead State University if· he's burning it at both ends. prepared, I expect you to· be 
President Ronald Eaglin You can't.drink all night, burn prepared. If you're not, yoq're 
stressed the importance of yourself into oblivion, and try to not a professionaL . , 
education and the academic make it in class," he said. "I've never met a badfacillty. 
atmosphere in his convocation "We'll welcome you with open member, just.some· who are in 
speech to faculty and staff arms when, you're ready," he the wrong place," he said, · ,. · 
Wednesday on campus.. added. "The continued success of this · 
"It's hats off, shape up, and be Eaglin said that part of his institution does not rest in 'the 
involved," Eaglin said. 'plan for the university is to Howell-McDowell ·. Building · in 
He said that much can be il!s~i!J trust, mutual respect, · administration it resides in each 
accomplished with the art ot' c1v1hty and responsibility in all and everyone of you,' 1 he told 
·caring for one another. who are involved with MSU. . the audience. 
If students aren't ready to be • "I think any of us feel un- Three former MSU presidents 
responsible for grades and · ,comfortable · when we don't attended convocation. They 
attending class, he said,. they . kn_ow what's expected of us,'.' he were Dr. Adron Doran, Dr.· 
can go home. . · · said. · · . , . -' Morris Norfleet and. his wife, 
"There's a- new grade called ,He told some audience Loistene, and Dr. A.D. Albright 
N-Y," Eaglin said, "it.means !]lembers to remove their caps and his wife, Grace. Mrs. 
not yet, The most caring thing when he arrived ·at Button Mignon Doran was unable to 
we can do for a student who is _Auditorium· · for convocation attend. 
not ready is say, 'go home and citing the fact that MSU is a~ 
come back when you'r.e academic institution and 
ready.' " .everyone . should act '.ac-
cordingly. . 
The Daily Independent, Ashland, Kentuc, 
Friday, August21, 1992 
"I'm tired of · ignoring 
behavior in students that is self-
destructi ve .. We have a 
responsibility tel say this is right 
or this is wrong. We· have to 
share the wisdom of our lives. 
· · He told faculty that he expects 
them to confront students before 
failing them that they were not 
professionals if they were going 
to come to class unprepared. 
Because of a reporter's 
error, a story in Thursday's 
Independent Incorrectly said 
thaf new Morehead State Uni-
v_ersity President Ronald Eag- · 
Im rebuked staff members 
Wednesday for wearing base-
pan caps · during a meeting 
~
ith liim in Button Audito-
um. . 1 
Eaglin _actually made that 
emark to students during a 
ession with them earlier in 
the•day. 
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.., 
Tuition in South lower than national average 
Associated Press 
ATLANTA~ Tuition is rising 
sharply among Southern colleges 
and universities, but education in 
the regiori still costs less than the 
national_ average, a survey has 
found: 
The Southern Regional Educa-
tion Board reports that colleges in 
nine Southern states are increasing 
tuition this fall between 3 percent 
and almost 25 percent. 
The increases are necessary be-
cause- states are cutting their bud-
gets; which means·· a dip in tax 
dollars for colleges; said education 
board spokesman Joe Marks. 
"Ilut_ 20 ·percent'- bf --a sinall 
amount still isn't much," he said.. 
"They still have loweduitions·than 
the national average."· The South also continues• to 
The national median tuition for report low faculty salaries, which 
a full-time in-state student was this fall..will rise only slightly,' the 
$1,915 in 1990-91, the board report• board.Jiaid. · · · .. - .. - · · 
ed. In the South, the figure was · In the,)990-91 school year;;.the .. 
$1,586. average/.iicillty salaqt~'<tlll · · ' 
Th.e board found that those was $49;020/In.'the . ·· .. ' -~ 
tuitions will rise 7 percent to 24.7 $46 522.· Mississi · ·; .. • 
percent in Virginia, 20 percent in gio~'s lowest av~e,;, . . _imil.l 
Texas and 5 percent to 14 .percent MarylaniEbad"tlie · · · , • 
in SoThuethy_ alsoC.arolwill~ nse' 3 ·percent ,~ ~~ found tfu.t ~itl; eight 
"' states~to,,raise facµIty:sa!a-
Kentucky and Florida, 4 perceilt in·· ries tllis..fall?'Mississippi planned a· 
Georgia, 12 percent in Mississipp~ 7 5 ~ increase:and .,.f'L 119&' A 
·percent in Tennessee and 9·5 per-'. percent;'but the otliers r.inged:from 
cent.in West.Virginia. · ·::, l thanl t .. estVi · ~ . . . . ess percen in.: . 
Alabama; Arkansas, Loft!siana; to 2 percent-and:_ - ' 
Mary~d arid Oklahoma did ·not -~ South Carol',_ , •. 
i:ecord increases. ;·; ;• ~:...•>•: • • I' • l3.. , _ -"t~J:: 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
,-
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ACC enrollment college - a $4.l million hu-manities/social sciences class-
room structure, He reminded 
members that preliminary 
concepts are supposed to be on 
file by Oct. 15. expected to grow 
By GEORGE WoLFFORD 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
ASHLAND - Ashland Com-
munity College's fall enroll-
ment may reach 3,500 - well 
above last year's record of 
3,190 - the school's new presi-
dent said Tuesday. 
Dr. Charles "Chick" Das-
sance said he hasn't been at 
the school long enough to 
make predictions, but mem-
bers of his staff have esti-
mated that total. 
His comments came during 
an informal luncheon with 
ACC's Advisory Council - the 
first since Dassance arrived 
earlier this month. 
Dassance said that budget 
cuts at the school haven't re-
duced the college's selection of 
classes. By Monday, nearly 20' 
percent of the 500 classes that 
will be offered at ACC this se-
mester had been filled, with 
enrollment breaking 2,000. 
Dassance said ACC has been 
able to piece together funding 
sources to keep classes going. 
Bill Vice, dean of academic af-
fairs, said the total number of 
classes offered remains the 
same because of more part-
time instructors and more off-
campus courses. 
Dassance also revealed that 
bids for renovation of the 
school's former library, on the 
fourth floor of ACC's original 
building, came in lower than 
originally estimated, which 
could mean additional money 
for equipment. 
Ken Clevidence, director of 
procurement and construction 
for the University of Kentucky 
and its community colleges, 
said eight bids were received, 
· ranging from a low of $135,492 
to $165,600. The estimate had 
been $177,227. 
He also said UK has directed 
community colleges to study 
their organizational structures 
and noted that the Sept. 30 re- _ 
tiremem of Carl Lively, dean 
of student affairs. will have an 
impact on staffing decisions. 
Clevidence said study 
should determine by today if 
low bidder Jo-Del Inc. of Hun-
tington, W.Va., will get the 
contract. 
Dassance asked the board to 
be ready to meet in early Sep-
tember to review ideas for a 
third major building for the 
Leslie told board members 
they need to think about ap-
pointments to the ACC Devel-
opment Council, an advisory 
group with responsibility for 
deciding how certain donated 
funds - particularly $200,000 
left over from matching-fund 
donations on the new building 
- are to be used. 
The Daily Independent. Ashland, Kentucky Saturday, August 22, 1992 
I Cherished. perk; 
Legislators should give up free tickets 
By voting to keep free tick-
ets to university ball games, 
legislators serving on the 
General Assembly's Board of 
Ethics revealed a dismaying 
lack of commitment to mean-
ingful ethics reform. 
Members of. the General 
Assembly have been given 
free tickets to university ath-
letic events for years. While 
tickets to games at one of the 
regional universities may not 
be so valued, most cherish 
their tickets to University of 
Kentucky and University of 
Louisville football and bas-
ketball games -- so much so 
that many apparently don't 
want to give them up. 
The ethics board dead-
locked 4-4 Tuesday on wheth-
er to add the tickets to the 
list of forbidden freebies. The 
most interesting aspect of 
that vote was that three of 
the four legislators serving 
more than $200, and universi-
ties that depend on state 
funds for their survival defi-
nitely have known legislative 
interests. University presi-
dents lobby state legislators 
for support. Why should they 
be able to give legislators 
gifts other private lobbyists 
cannot extend? 
A few months ago, most 
people probably would have 
said free tickets to ball games 
were a minor perquisite un-
likely to influence the votes 
of any legislators, but that 
was before the-revelations of 
the "Boptrot" scandal. With 
several former legislators ad-
mitting to selling their influ-
ence and votes for as little as 
$400, it has become impera-
tive that the General As-
sembly take strong measures 
to curb the influence of lob-
byists. 
on the panel - Sen. Walter Tuesday's vote indicates 
Baker, R-Glasgow; Rep. Ray- that at least some legislators 
mond Overstreet, R-Liberty; remain unaware of the tre-
and Rep. Paul Clark, D- mendous negative impact the 
Louisville - voted against "Boptrot" investigation has 
the ticket ban. Sen. David had on the General As-
Karem, D-Louisville, was the sembly. People's confidence 
only legislator to vote for it. in their elected officials has 
Kentucky law bars legisla- been shattered. Banning the 
tors from taking anything acceptance of all freebies -
worth more than $200 in a including game tickets - is 
three-year period from any- one way to help restore that 
one "known to have legisla- confidence. 
tive interests" and desiring Legislators need to take 
to "influence (a legislator) in bold steps to show that they 
the performance of his of- represent the people, not the 
ficial. duties.'i . , . -special interests;' Tuesday's 
Season tickets · to ·-univer-:'' vote· 1indicittes"sOiiJ.e are un-
sity ball"-~~f~,i\r~ .. Wllrfll . ~ing to~~. t,l?;~t....:..-.... ·----- ... 
• 
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Regenls want 
new contract 
with WKU head 
Associated Press 
BOWLING GREEN - Western 
Kentucky University's Board of Re-
gents wants to clear up questions 
about the handling of entertainment 
payments by negotiating a new 
contract for President Thomas Mer-
edith, a regent said. 
The contract will include a new 
way of handling controversial en-
tertainment payments that had 
been going to Meredith's wife, Su-
san. 
The decision about the pay-
ments was among 19 procedural · 
and policy changes Meredith recom-
mended that won approval from the 
regents Thursday in response to a 
financial review ordered by the 
previous board. 
An executive committee of the 
board has yet to start negotiations 
with Meredith, but board Chairman 
Bums Mercer of Hardinsburg said 
he envisioned holding private fund-
raisers to provide the Merediths 
with the money they need to enter-
1tain potential donors and others 
helpful to W estem. · 
"Then there's no question over 
what the money's used for, because 
it won't involve public funds," Mer-
cer said after "the board meeting. 
But Mercer said he didn't know 
whether his fund-raiser idea would 
be feasible because of competition 
for money. Fund-raising drives are 
under way in Bowling Green to 
build a National. Corvette Museum 
and to pay for the university's 
football . and . other athletic pro-
grams, and on the horizon is a drive 
to build a YMCA. ' . 
Those projects are in addition to 
Meredith's goal of dramatically. in-
creasing private giving to Western. 
According to · the financial re-
view, the Merediths' entertainment 
spending was about $56,000 during 
a three-year period. 
Confusion about the payments 
arose because Meredith's existing 
contract specifically said they were 
not to be used as compensation. 
Yet, w estem;s system of paying 
Susan Meredith $2,000 a month was 
technically compensation, because 
the Merediths did not have to show 
the university any receipts or other 
records for the payments. 
The Merediths, however, kept 
records to prove to the Internal 
Revenue Service that the money 
was not strictly personal income. 
"When I came here, they simply 
said 'Here are additional funds,' and 
they handled the amount," Meredith 
told the regents Thursday, referring 
to former regents and administra-
tors. "It was not payment to her for 
any particular thing. She didn't 
seek it; I was just iold about this." 
The payments became an issue 
in the fall. Meredith halted them as 
a bitter controversy split the previ-
ous board and resulted in the finan-
cial review. 
Meredith told the regents 
Thursday that he and his wife have 
continued to entertain officially, 
paying the cost on their ·own. 
The regents may also seek pri-
. vate money for other areas ques-
tioned in the financial review, in-
cluding Susan Meredith's travel 
. with her husband on official. univer-
. sicy. business and the small !)C?Ol of 
money Thomas Meredith had: been 
using to give small gifts - pins, 
neckties, and in one case, a sweat-
shirt and fruit basket - in thanks 
to individual university donors, 
Many of the other recommenda-
tions related to the financial review 
involved imposing tighter spending 
controls on several areas, including 
the physical plant, the president's 
official residence and university de-
velopment. One suggestion was 
quarterly budget reviews · that 
would require formal explanations 
of "extraordinary'' overspending. 
Many of the recommendations 
follow those made by the Louisville 
office· of accounting firm Arthur 
Andersen & Co., which did the 
review and urged the regents to 
adopt tighter spending controls. 
. In __ oth.er _!msiness Thursday, the 
regents: - · · 
• Approved a $107 million 
budget for 1992-93 that follows the 
plan approved in April when the 
previous board had to cut $6.1 
million from the budget. 
• Voted 8-2 to stop a legal 
appeal stemming from a successful 
challenge of the hiring of former 
Gov. Louie B. Nunn in January to 
guide the financial reviews. 
• Established an Athletics Task 
Force, to be headed by board Vice 
Chairman Monnie Hankins of Lou-
isville, to review university athletic 
programs and make recommenda-
tions by Oct. 29, the next board 
meeting. 
The review is intended to help 
settle arguments over what athletic 
conference Western should be in 
and what the school's long-term· 
spending on athletics should be, 
Mercer said. 
d- 'tt4:ll-3-:)o-:S MSU ARCHIVES 
'·ill 
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.15. officiar·s 
:opt. to pay \ 
own way to' 
UK games 
By Jack Brammer_ . __ ... _ __ 
Herald-Leader Frankfort bureau 
FRANKFoiiT - ,-Afuiit 1s 
state lawmakera • arid. government 
officials who usually get free Uni-
versity of Kentucky fciotbalr tickets 
bave decided to pay their own way 
to.the games this-fall. . ,,~, 
· The freebies liave· ~-ques-
tioned in recent· months by the 
General Assein-
bly's Board · of 
Ethics. Last 
week the .board 
decided to let 
lawmakers keep 




ceived checks · 
from . several Bruce , 
people who usually get free tickets, 
and several others bave inquired 
about paying for their tickets, said 
UK spokesman Ralph Derickson. , 
He said he didn't know the 
names of those who bave paid or 
inquired. . . .... 
Whether those same .people will .
1 
decide to pay for basketball tickets 
as well is unknown. Derickson said 
those tickets haven't been distribut- · 
ed yet : 
Rep. Jim Bruce, D-Hopkinsville, , 
said he wrote a check to the UK 
Athletics Department for his foot-
ball tickets for this season. 
, Some members of Gov. Brereton: 
Jones' immediate staff have decided: 
on their own to· pay UK for the 
football tickets, said . deputy press 
secretary Bill_ Griffin.. 11· '. 
"It's the individual's decision;::-
Griffin · said. ·He did not know• · 
whether ihe governor bas refused·. 
the freebies; he also did not:.' know . 
which staff members bave. P,irid;for: ' 
tickets. . . ""'·'·" ' 
·. Tickets to -universify,-spoi:ting '. 
events - particularly those to UK 
basketball games - are one of the 
most cherished· perksravailable. to . 
state legislators and"other:' govern- . 
ment officials. ...,--.rh,~v:··,f•'·· ! 
'• Last week, tlfe·fegis1!ture)i :eth' I 
ics board voted 4-4. not'. to take 1 
away leglsi.,;iii.t-s•rtree.t•ilithi,. Tlie· ·1 
board's chairman, Sm::;·- David ' 
Kiirem, ])..Louisvfil :'.,Haif'saiiJ: the I 
panel might recoiisi1.er~ issue. _ '-1 
. . Now, each legislator is offered ·1 
twii free ticlrets to everfUK home ' 
football aricl ·oosJi:etfia]Ppine: each : 
year. In addition;hihiiiir:-105 other ; 
~t~_~li , 1~· g.;.a mriiMJ.-:~!! : 
· university officials; get' free•tickets, 1 
in some cases ·as"lll3DY, ' as eight. 1 
They include the govemoi"; the 
lieutenant governor;· funner· gover-
nors, the secretaries- of·the• gover- · 
nor's Cabinet,· state Supreme Court 
justices, the Lexiitgton• mayor and .: 
the education commissic'mer.·:,-•.·· 1 
For this season; two-tickets tor· 
the six home football games would· 
be $238, and $450 for·the-15-home ' 
basketball games; ·· -.::: ..... ' •·~"' 
Derickson- did not know'. the . 
location of any of the· free- seats. · . 
Last year, all but one legislator : 
accepted the free · tickets. Rep. Joe 
Clarke, D-Danville, paid for· his. 
Bruce, who has· been in . tlte 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
House since 1964, also said he will 
no longer accept contnbutions froin -
political action committees and will 
limit individual contributions, to 1 
$100 . ' ,,., ... . . . • ,., ' .,. '"-t!-J -~ .,., ... -,·~ ~i j~nl 
~ ·Tbat 'maxim~ limit'~•-· ~in,;., 
$4,000 by state law; it changes to.\ 
$500 next year. ,.,. •»:_ '!•,••· .• ,,-. I~ 
.•:·;•.~ ·i\; ;,;1. -~I~~,:~~:.:~•~ ... ··.~:~, r;1 
, : Bruce, 65, faces no :opposition iii· i 
the November general·. ;election.'. 
From November ·to June,_ he re-' ; 
~ved $3,500 in P~~-~~b1Jtions. __ j 
· '"' Bnicii'said lie took his action 
because· ·he · wants · "to, leave no,., 
_ doubt tba~ 1. represent ~e ~- j 
of the · people of ~tian and, I 
gop~_ CO)lllties and nothing else. "l 
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Patton pays for UK tickets; For this sea~• tfti. .. tii:kets· 
would be $238 forUK's'six home . 
football games, and $450-for the, 15 
home. basketball ~•,;.,,:··,-,,,, • Jones accepting freebies 
• !i, ' - ·' . ' 
That means ·the•··-govemor's 
By Jack Brammer 
Herald-Leader Frankfort bureau 
FRANKFORT - Gov. Brereton 
Jones will keep taking free tickets to 
University of Kentucky basketball 
and football games, but the state's 
No. 2 official, Lt. Gov. Paul Patton, 
said he will reimburse the school 
for his freebies. 
"The governor does not see any 
conflict in his or his staffs accept-
ing free tickets to a sporting or 
entertainment event from a public 
agency," Jones' press secretary, 
Frank Ashley, said yesterday. . 
"UK is a public agency." 
But Patton, who plans tQ run for 
governor in 1995, has decided it's 
best for him to pay his own way to 
the games. 
Patton paid on July 'Z7 for his 
four tickets to each UK home foot-
ball game "to eliminate any doubt 
that he was not doing the proper 
thing," said Patton spokesman Ke-
vin Goldsmith. 
"He felt it was best to pay for 
them as far as ethics is concerned," 
Goldsmith said. Patton also will 
pay for future basketball tickets, he 
said. ... · ____ _ 
For years, UK has given free 
sporting event tickets to illl 138 
state lawmakers and dozens of .. 
government officials. _ . · 
In recent months, the General 
Assembly's Board of Ethics has 
questioned the freebies. Las\ week, 
on a tie vote, the board deaded to 
let lawmakers keep them. · . : 
Jones gets eight free- tickets to 
each UK home game. His cabinet 
secretaries, as well as .several mem- · 
hers of his office staff; receive two 
each. 
Press secretary Ashley gets two 
and plans to keep them, he said. 
Questioning the free tickets 
from UK "could be earned to an 
illogical end," Ashley said. 
"Where do you stop?" he asked. 
<'Are you saying it would be wrong 
for the governor to go to a meeting 
at the Cabinet for Human Resources 
and accept a free Coke? That would 
be preposterous. . 
"One shouldn't forget that UK is 
a public agency. That's the case 
here. . 
''Yes there is a difference from 
accepting tickets from a public 
agency and from someone who is 
trying to make a profi~ off tile 
state." , 
UK receives millions of dollars 
from the state. The governor and 
legislature determine the amount. 
Ashley said the governor's of-
fice has no fonnal policy on receiv-
ing free tickets from universities. 
"The feeling here is that there's no 
conflict," be said .. 
Jones' code of ethics, which he 
signed soon after taking office last 
December, · . requires executive 
branch officials to disclose gifts 
worth more than $1,000. 
eight free tickets fur· ~:::home· 
football and basketl;>a)!, game _are 
worth $2,752. - : : .. · 
"The ethics code is to· disclose 
private benefits," Ashley-said: "The· 
UK tickets come fmm,,-,a;c_ public 
ag~: members ,i ~ \ • staff 
have decided to pay~for the 
tickets, but Ashley decline:!' 1xi iden-
tify th . ... .. . '<, em. . -- _:;111' ,-,' 
· Patton is not the.llllly'c;onstitu-
tional officer to decidffuliaY. for his 
tickets. · · .. ., ... , 
Secretary of State 1lo'b1~bbage 
said yesterday that · he_' '.wrote a 
check last week to UK for his two 
free tickets for this footbal!'season. 
. "I · have a gen~ policy of 
having a code of ethics in my office. · 
I try to limit gifts to. $2.5. That · 
.seems the right way to· go," Bab-
bage said. 
·0n Monday, UK "spokesman 
Ralph Derickson said about-15 state 
lawmakers and government offi-
cials who get fr~ tickets have 
decided to pay for theirs. 
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Onion CoHege has 6th gain in enrollment,:, 
BARBOURVILLE - Union College opens 'today with record 
enrollment. · · •·:'· ,. · · 
. Overall enrollment ....:.. which could reach 1,000 - has increased. 
for the- sixth straight year at Union • .The C;Ollege had,.975_.~dents 
enrolled for the -1991 fall semester, the registrar's: office s:ud. : · " · 
For the first time in a decade, both Pfeiffer Hall, ,the,,women's. 
dormitory, and Stevenson Hall, the.men's.residence, J:!a_r filie<! every 
available room. The dorms have ·,a: total of more ~~~!dents. 
· This is· Union's 114th year of classes. · · · 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
-~. MSU _Al<.LJ:11 V m,·, 
,, / 
1.1 • ~ 1 ! 1 9 ,,J, , A :2 ;;>.- 3-7'-:io, ·---~-
- . 
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Morehead quarterback race 
' ---· 





MOREHEAD - One is 6 feet and the other 6-L 
Or is the other 6-0 and one 6-1? One is 185 pounds. 
one 1,5, but which? Who? One is running the option 
right now, fluidly. Which one is /hot? 
Morehead State football coaches see see double 
double at quarterback quarterback with Jeremy Hol-
brook and Matt Bloemer. They call out instructions 
to the field. to the wrong person. They look at 
practice films and, between the two, _in_their red 
practice vests and helmets, cannot d1stmgu1sh. Who 
is that? They have to ask the players the next day. 
"l can tell," Holbrook said, "but I have to take a 
second glance at it." 
Holbrook, a sophomore set to start the season for 
the Eagles, and Bloemer, a redshirt freshman, look 
only vaguely similar minus their helmets. They share 
only dark hair and scarce mustaches - "cheesy 
mustaches," said offensive coordinator Jeff Judge, 
who said, "Neither one should try to grow a mus-
tache because they're not mature enough yet." 
They have been in the same room, many a time, 
proving there are actually two of them. 
Both have run Coach Cole Proctor's new option 
offense with such aplomb in practice that the coaches 
are delighted. Both typically go into tacklers with 
shoulders lowered rather than in a frightened shriek. 
"We're both good leaders," Bloemer said. Both err 
irregularly; they have co'!lbined for only two_ fum-
bled snaps in all of practice thus far. Both will glay 
extensively. : 
"We've actually considered sending. them in with 
the plays (in alternating fashion)," Judge said. 
Just one question: Which one is tho/? 
"It happens all the time," Holbrook said. "Goes 
either way. Whenever Matt or I make a mistake on, 
the field they'll holler 'Bloemer' to me or 'Holbrook 
to him. And the other one is standing over there on 
the side, didn't do anything. 
"The only way to tell ourselves apart is some-
times I wear a big, long towel and he doesn't." 
Now, which one wears the towel? 
If you think about it, this situation is ideal for 
friendly competition. There is no way Holbrook and 
Bloemer could dislike each other; to do so would be 
to dislike themselves. So they hang out toge~er 
when there's time, bear no grudge about their 
similarities and happily pose for pictures as a duo. 
"You never see it like this in the newspapers," Judge 
said. 
Hoibrook, from Staffordsville, 
got going in earnest in football at 
Paintsville High School, went to 
Morehead State because of its prox-
imity to home and the degrees it 
provided both his parents, played 
in 1990 as backup to Chris Swartz 
and redshirted last year because of 
a shoulder injury. 
He likes the option because he 
has always played option football. 
"It puts the defense at such a 
strain," he said.: 
Bloemer, from Crescent Springs, 
played for Dixie Heights High, ac-
. cepted an appointment to U.S. Mili-
tary Academy in West Point, decid-
ed before leaving he really didn't 
want to go, went for summer camp, 
returned and redshirted at More-
head State last fall 
-A service of the Offic~ of Media Relations-
He likes the option because, in 
his words, "It's fast Just fast-mov-
ing. And the defense doesn't know 
how to stop it" 
Who let Lou Holtz in here? 
"People around this area will 
like them both," Judge said, "be-
cause they're, both tough, hard-
nosed, blu~llar, work-ethic-type 
quarterbacks. They admire that in 
each other. They work in the 
weight room. Every sprint they do 
is 100 percent Both give their all in 
practice and respect that in them-
selves. 
''You'll see. They will fight until 
the final whistle blows. They will 
fight." 
Judge said neither of the two 
has ever so much as inched in front 
of the other during August practice, 
· but only Holbrook has game experi-
ence, with Z7.rushes for 92 yards in 
1990 and t;wo completions among 
five passes. · · 
So Holbrook will start, Sept. 5 
at Marshall 
I mean, Bloemer. 
No, I mean, Holbrook. · 
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Herald-Leader Frankfort bureau 
FRANKFORT - Gov. Brereton 
Jon".8 could "set a fine example" by 
paymg for the free tickets he re-
ceives to university sporting events, 
the chamnan of the new Executive 
Branch Ethics Commission said 
yesterday. 
Jones later issued a statement 
saying that it is not wrong for him 
to accept the freebies and that he 
sees it "as a duty of the governor to 
attend and support such events." 
. "! Mil continue to support the 
act1V1t1es of the University of Ken-
tucky and all of our state's universi-
ties, and it is· absurd to think that a 
governor should have to buy tickets 
to fulfill his duties as governor " he 
said. ' 
Meanwhile, UK yesterday re-
leased the names of 16 government 
officials and state lawmakers who 
have paid the school for free foot• 
ball tickets they bad received for 
the 1992 season. 
They included Jones' Cabinet 
Secretary Kevin Hable, Chief of 
Staff Diana Taylor; Finance Secre-
tary Joe Prather and Attorney Gen-
eral Chris Gorman. 
Also, the seven Supreme Court 
justices have decided to pay for 
·their free university tickets or de-
cline them, Chief Justice Robert F. 
Stephens said yesterday. 
Kentucky Court of Appeals 
judges will pay· for all tickets they 
receive. 
The state's largest public uni-
versity traditionally bas provided at 
least two free tickel!l. to each game 
to each of the 138''iirafe legislators 
and to dozens of government offi-
cials. · 
The General Assembly's Board 
of Ethics this year bas questioned 
the freebies. It decided on a tie vote 
~t week to let lawmakers keep 
Them. 
Livingston · Taylor, a former 
state government reporter for The 
Courier-Journal who was elected 
chairman yesterday of the Execu-
tive Branch Ethics Commission, 
said he would not be surprised if 
his panel considers the ticket issue. 
The panel was created by the 
General Assembly, and Jones ap-
pointed its members. 
"My personal feeling is that it 
would set a fine example if execu-
tive branch officials paid for their 
tickets," Taylor said. 
"I just think it would inspire 
confidence with the public if they 
did so. I'm certainly not saying it is 
unethical for them to accept free 
tickets at this point" 
The governor gets eight free 
tickets to each UK home football 
and basketball game. 
Season tickets this year cost 
$118 for UK football games and 
$225 for basketball games. That 
means the governor will get $2,744 
worth of UK ticket freebies. 
Last year, UK gave away more 
than $182,000 worth of complimen-
tary tickets to home. QaSketball 
games. More than half .of the free-
bies - $95,64&- went to govern-
ment officials and state lawmakers. 
Jones' cabinet secretaries, as 
well as several members of his 
office staff, receive two tickets to 
each UK home game. 
Cabinet Secretary Hable said it 
should be left up to the individual 
offii:eholder whether to pay for the 
tickets. 
"! don't think the receipt of 
complimentary football or basket-
_ball tickets from the university 
constitutes a conflict of interest 
with public officials or creates an 
impropriety," he said. 
Hable is a member of a task 
force considering changes in gov-
ernment ethics laws in the wake of 
a continuing FBI investigation of 
public corruption in Kentucky. 
Chief of Staff Taylor said her 
payment for the tickets was "a 
personal decision, an appropriate 
action for me to take." 
Asked whether all executive 
branch officials who get the free 
tickets should pay for them, Taylor 
said, "It's a 
their part." 
She strongly defended the gov-
~?r's .. getting the freebies, saying 
1t 1s not realistic to expect a 
~overnor to pay for tickets to func-
tlons at these public institutions." 
She said the governor, as elect-
ed leader of the commonwealth, is 
expected to attend such functions. 
Attorney General Gorman said he 
has paid for his UK football tickets 
to try to instill public confidence in 
government 
"My feeling is that we need a 
ru!e that applies for all people," he 
satd. "I don't want to criticize any-
. body for what has taken place." 
Gorman said it's unfortunate 
that the ticket issue is detracting 
from other issues. . 
"But this is an issue the man 
and woman on the street can relate 
to, wh/ch is apparently why you all 
find 1t very interesting in the 
press," he said. 
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·Let them pay 
State officials shouldn't get free game tickets 
F irst the good news: Fifteen legislators and govern-ment officials - includ-ing Lt. Gov. Paul Patton 
and three members of the Gover-
nor'll staff - have decided to pay 
for the state university football and 
basketball tickets they usually get 
for free. Seven Kentucky Supreme 
Court justices have decided either 
to pay for their tickets or to return 
them. 
The reason should be clear. The 
governor and his staff come up 
with a budget proposal for the 
legislature every year. That budget 
includes hundreds of millions of 
dollars in allocations to public uni, 
versities. How that money is allo-
cated is important to individuals 
and communities throughout the 
state. 
Now, the not-so-good news: 
Giving these folks free tickets to 
university football and basketball 
games is a clear attempt to influ-
ence those budgetary decisions, 
just like any freebie handed out by 
an industry or interest group in 
hope of favorable treatment from 
Frankfort. Any member of the ad-
ministration who gets tickets 
should pay for them, so ther-e is no 
doubt about the integrity of these 
decisions. 
Gov. Brereton Jones says he's keep-
ing his freebies. His press secre- . 
tary, Frank Ashley, said the gover-
nor "does not see any conflict in 
his or his staffs accepting free 
tickets ... from a public agency." 
Fine. We'll concede that the 
governor, as head of state, might 
be able to justify receiving tickets 
for himself and his wife to attend 
public university sporting events. 
Even so, the governor would do 
well to follow the advice of Living-
ston Taylor, who heads the execu-
tive branch's ethics committee. 
Taylor says everyone in the admin-
istration, including the governor, 
should pay for tickets. 
The 15 state officials who will 
voluntarily pay for their tickets 
may be doing so out of political 
expediency, not any kind of ethical 
imperative. No matter. They are 
doing the right thing. The gover-
nor and the rest of his administra-
tion should, too. 
THE C::OURIER-JOURNAL, THURSDAY, AUGUST 27, 1992_ 
Officials could set example by paying. 
for tickets, ethics panel's chief says 
Associated Press 
FRANKFORT, Ky. - The chair-
man-of the Executive Branch Ethics 
Commission said yesterday that 
Gov. Brereton Jones and other offi-
cials would be setting a good exam-
ple if they would pay for the tickets 
they receive to university athletic 
events. 
Livingston Taylor, a retired state-
government reporter for The Couri-
er-Journal, said he was not taking 
an official position. 
"My personal feeling is that I 
think it would set a fine example if 
executive-branch officials paid for 
their tickets," he said "I just think 
it would inspire confidence with the 
public if they did so. I'm certainly 
not saying it's unethical for them to 
accept free tickets at this point." 
Jones said in a statement released 
yesterday that he felt obliged to 
take the tickets. 
"I want to make it absolutely 
clear to everyone that not only do I 
see no conflict in the governor of 
Kentucky . . . accepting tickets to 
any state university's sporting 
events, but rather I see it as a duty 
of the governor to attend and sup-
port such events," Jones said. "I 
will continue to support the activi-
ties of the University of Kentucky 
and all of our state's universities, 
and it is absurd to think that a gov-
ernor should have to buy tickets to 
fulfill his duties as governor." 
Lt. Gov. Paul Patton has already 
decided to pay for the tickets to 
football and basketball games that 
he receives from UK. 
On July 27, Patton, who plans to 
run for governor in 1995, 'paid for 
four tickets to each football game. 
Patton wanted "to eliminate any 
doubt that he was not doing the 
proper thing," said his spokesman, 
Kevin Goldsmith Patton also will 
pay for basketball tickets, Gold-
smith said. 
The members of the governor's 
Cabinet and several members of his 
office staff receive two tickets each. 
For years, UK has given free 
sports· tickets to all 138 state law-
makers and dozens of government 
officials, but the General Assem-
bly's Board of Ethics recently ques-
tioned that practice. Last week, on a 
tie vote, the board decided to let 
lawmakers continue accepting free 
tickets. 
UK is to receive nearly $310 mil-
lion from the state this year. 
Jones' code of ethics, which he 
signed soon after taking office in 
December, requires executive-
branch officials to disclose gifts , 
worth more than $1,000. All gifts ex-
cept those from relatives must be 
reported. 
For this season, two tickets would 
cost $238 for UK's six home football 
games, .and $450 for the 15 home 
basketball games. That means the 
governor's eight free tickets for 
each home football and basketball 
game are worth a total of $2,752. 
"The ethics code is to disclose 
private benefits," said. Frank Ash-
ley, the governor's press secretary. 
"The UK tickets come from a public_ 
agency." 
Some members of Jones' staff 
have decided to pay for the tickets; 
Ashley declined to identify them. 
Also yesterday, Chief Justice Rob-· 
ert Stephens said members of the · 
Supreme Court have decided to pay . 
for the tickets or decline them. 
Secretary of State Bob Babbage . 
said Tuesday that he wrote a check 
last week to UK for. his two free 
tickets for this football season. 
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Nation/World 
1Ed~cators hail smal.l climb in SAT scores 
By Karen De Witt 
New York Times News Service 
WASHINGTON - College-bound 
high school seniors edged up their scores 
on the Scholastic Aptitude Test in 1992, 
the first annual improvement for com-
bined verbal and mathematics scores 
since 1985. 
The average SAT score .this year was 
423 on the verbal test and 476 on the 
math test, a total of 899 out of a possible 
1,600 - still far below the historic highs 
of the 1960s but three points higher than 
combined total for 1991. 
Educators said it was not clear 
whether the reversal signaled the end of 
a long downward trend that began in the 
1960s. They also said the 1992 scores 
appeared to be a real improvement, not a 
demographic fluke. 
They noted that the number of stu-
dents taking the test went from 1,032,685 
in 1991 to 1,034,131 this year. As a rule, 
when the pool of test-takers grows to 
encompass more students from lower-
income, less-educated families, the aver-
age score goes down. 
(In Kentucky, where 11 percent of the 
40,000 high school seniors took the SAT, 
scores dropped three points to an aver-
age of 470 in the verbal and two points to 
518 in the math.) 
"I'm encouraged by this year's resulis 
and hope they start an upward trend that 
puts the score declines of the 1980s 
behind us," said : Donald M. Stewart, 
president of the College Board, which 
released the SAT results yesterday. 
Stewart and other educators said 
they; were disturbed that rural and urban 
students continued to score lower than 
their counterparts from suburbs, medi-
um-sized cities and small municipalities. 
The average scores were: 
• Big-city test-takers - 411 on the 
verbal test and 465 on the math test, for a 
total of 876. 
• Rural test-takers - 414 on the 
verbal test and 459 on the math test, for 
873. 
• Test-takers in other areas - 432 on 
the verbal test and 485 on the math test, 
for 917. 
"Many students in rural and urban 
America are being left behind in a 
society that has few jobs for the undered-
ucated and ·unskilled,'' Stewart said. 
The SAT, a 2½-hour multiple-choice 
test, is taken by high school students, 
most of whom plan to attend college. 
SATs9ores 
National averages ol 
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Percent or H.S. graduates who took 1992 · 
SAT, by state · · " · i 
·Ala. B . La. 9 Ohio . 23 
Alaska 42 • Maine 66 Okla. ' 9 
Ariz. 27 ' . Md. 66 Ore. 55 
Ark. 6 • · :Mass. 80 Pa· ,68 
Calif. 46 Mich. 11 R.I. 70 
Colo. 29 Minn. 10 S.C.. 59 
Conn. '79 Miss. 4 · S.D. 6 
.Del. 66 . Mo: • 11 .. Tenn,.·· 13 
Fla. 50 Mont. 24 Texas 44 
Ga. 65 · Neb.· 11 Utah 5 
Hawaii 56 Nev. 27 Vt. · ·. 69 
Idaho 17 , N.H. 76 , va:: , ·63 
Ill; 15 N.J. 75 Wash ... 50 
Ind. 58 N.M. 12 w:va. 17 
Iowa 5 N.Y. 75 Wls. 11 
Kan. 10 N.C. . 57 Wyo. 13 . 
Ky, 11 N.D. · 6 So~rce: , 
SAT demographics 
COiiege Board ,. 
Who took the test American Other • 
lndian1% 2% 
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,Cabinet, had a much more optimis-state"bUdQet M ·~ tic view. To meet the basic revenue esti-. mate for the year, the state needs to. 
take in $4.59 billion this year, an 
increase of 5.3 percent from last 
year. To get enough money. to .pay 
all refunds, growth will have to be 
7.6 percent. . '. :· . might fall short 
by $185 rn,i![~!!,~ 
D I d f d 
extra spending by lawmakers m 
"That's high, but it isn't ciuf of· 
reach," Haywood said "It isn't real-
ly out of the question." 
Only receipts for July have been 
counted They were 15.8 wceat 
below the same month the previous 
year, but offipals said that if the 
effect of the delayed refunds was 
taken into account, revenue actually e aye re un s 1990. 
d 
The problem now is worsened 
grew by 7.1 percent. · 
Cabinet Secretary Kevin· Hable 
said it was premature ·10 .. discuss 
budget cuts or a special session. 
"It's something we will watch.on a. 
daily basis," Hable said __ . ' · 
put state behin by the state's having held up pay-
ing $106 million in inc?m~ tax by $1 06 mi 11 i On refunds until after the begmmng of 
the new fiscal year t9 balance last 
year's budget. Paying tho~ refunds 
this year put the state m a $106 
million hole that will have to be 
made up this year, or refunds will 
have to be delayed again. 
By Mark R. Chellgren 
Associated Press 
FRANKFORT - A revenue 
shortfall is likely this year for state 
government, and it could reach 
$185 million, the General Assem-
bly's economist said yesterday. 
Officials of Gov. Brereton Jones' 
administration played down the 
likelihood of a shortfall, but Finance 
Secretary Joe Prather said that if a 
budget crisis comes, he will recom, 
mend that the legislature be called 
into special session to deal with it. 
Transylvania University econo-
mist Larry Lynch said he·expected 
General Fund tax receipts to fall 
about $79 million short of what is 
needed during the fiscal year that 
began July 1 and runs to June 30, 
1993. ·. 
In January, Lynch and Jim Ram-
sey, the governor's chief economist, 
predicted the state would have $220 
million in new money this fiscal 
year. Second-year projections at 
that time called for between $250 
million and $280 million more. But 
the forecast was based on the 
expectation that the economy would 
bounce back from recession. 
The state had to cut spending 
last year to make up for a $170 
million shortfall 'in revenue, brought 
"I think we're going to have a 
shortfall next year even if we don't 
pay back refunds.'' Lynch told the 
interim · Appropriations and Reve-
nue Committee. "We're really talk-
ing about $185 million if we catch 
up on all the refunds." 
University of l(entucky econo-
mist Charles Haywood, who is. 
working part time for the Finance 
But a leading legislator said 
something should be done soon. 
"We're already spending more 
than we're bringing in. We ought to 
stop and take a look at it," said Rep. 
Joe Clarke, D-Danville, chairman of 
- the House budget committee. 
Clarke pointed to a related re-
port compiled by legislative staff 
that predicted the state's Medicaid 
budget would fall at least. $100 
million short of what is needed in 
the 1994 fiscal year. 
"We are $180 million short right 
now without even looking at Medic-
aid," Clarke said. . 
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Pikeville College has record enrollment 
PIKEVILLE - Pikeville College yesterday reported the largest fall 
registration in the school's 103-year history. 
A record 1,070 students registered for fall classes, a 7 percent 
jump from last year, said Bill Owens, president of the school. And 
enrollment at the small liberal arts college has more than-dl>Ubled· 
since 1984, when it had 453 students. 
The college is affiliated ·with the Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-




By ToNY CURNUTTE 
OF THE DAILY INDEPENDENT 
MOREHEAD - Morehead 
State's football team will have 
familiar faces in strategic 
places when it kicks off its 
1992 football season September 
5 against Marshall University. 
Former Painthille quarter-
back Jeremy Hdlbrook will be 
center-stage for the Eagles, 
running the team's new triple: 
option offense. The new }ook 
replaces more passing-
oriented offensive schemes. 
After redshirting last season 
due to injuries, Holbrook . is 
eager to take the offensive 
reins. 
"I was ready last year," Hol-
brook said. "But my body let 
down. My goal was to come 
back this year and be the 
starter." . . 
Holbrook follows an impres-
sive list of Eagle quarterbacks, 
including professional quar-
terback Phil Simms, Adrian 
Breen and Chris Swartz. 
"It's a real honor .to follow 
those guys," Holbrook said. "I 
don't feel any pressure be-
cause of that. We're running a 
different style of offense: one 
;that's suited to my style. 
"" "The option Is my kind of 
game and I want to excel with 
it." 
., Morehead State coach Cole 
'Proctor said Holbrook would 
lie sharing quarterback duties 
'with freshman Matt Bloemer. 
1• Former Lawrence County 
:~tar J .R. Cook is the starter at 
right guard after sitting out a 
season following a transfer 
'from Cumberland College. 
Cook will be jumping from 
NAIA to NCAA Division I-AA. 
'. · "One of the big differences 
ls the fact there are scholar-
ship athletes," Cook said .. 
"There's a lot more money for 
. athletes here. 
' "The players are also bigger 
'' ' b t and, talent-wise, they re e -
ter " he said. "I'm pretty com-
fortable here now. When I first 
got here, it was a little weird. 
. Being on Astroturf was differ-
·imt and the plays are a little 
·more complex." 
Cook isn't totally sur-
i:ounded by unfamiliarity. His 
brother, Stuart, is an Eagle 
freshman and is listed second 
'on the depth chart behind J.R. 
· "We pretty much live sepa-
rate lives around here," Stuart 
Cook said. "It's really more 
like friends than brothers." 
The younger Cook has no 
designs on beating out his 
older sibling. 
"It's really going to be more 
of a learning thing this year," 
Stuart Cook said. "If anything 
would happen to him, I'm 
ready to back him up. 
"I came here because of the 
program and my older brother 
being here. We played just one 
year together· in high school. 
We get to play two years to-
gether here at Morehead 
State." 
Eagle junior Wes Salyer, a 
graduate of Ashland, has the 
unenviable task of trying to 
learn his fifth position for 
Morehead State. Salyer started 
three years ago on the defen-
sive line, spent some time at 
linebacker, was moved to tight 
end, was tried in the backfield 
as a fullback, and now is list-
ed second on the depth chart 
at right tackle. 
"It's difficult, going to a 
blocking role and not catching 
the ball," Salyer said. "It's dif-
ferent being in the trenches. 
But I'm coming along pretty 
fast." 
Salyer admits he'll miss 
playing catch with the More-
head State quarterback but 
maybe a tackle-eligible play is 
in his future. 
"We could possibly try that 
· ·. down the" road," he said. 
Salyer would like to see his 
team make amends for an em-
barrassing 70-11 loss to Mar-
shall last season when the Ea-
gles take on the Thundering 
Herd. 
"We've really heard a lot 
about playing them again," Sa-
lyer said. "It's hard to say 
anything about that game 
without giving them some-
thing to put on their bulletin 
board. 
"We've got to do better. Our 
attitude now is completely dif-
ferent. It's done a 180-degree 
turn. Everybody is upbeat and 
has high expectations. Every 
year I've been here we've had 
a real slow start and then got-
ten better. If we can have a 
good start and get a couple of 
wins early, we can beat any-
body." 
Morehead State also has 
some younger players from 
northeastern Kentucky. 
Former Ashland quarterback 
David Brown is a freshman 
defensive back and sophomore 
fullback Mark Reed is a gradu-
ate of Greenup County. Law-
rence County, in addition to 
the Cooks, contributed fresh-
man tight end Heiko Adams. 
Freshman wide receiver Shan-
non Conley is a graduate of 
Russell . 
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Teacher salaries at all-time high 
WASHINGTON -Average teacher salaries reached an all-time 
high of $34,213 in 1991-92, the American Federation of Teachers 
said yesterday. But union officials gave the Bush administration a 
failing grade for not doing enough for the nation's classroo~. 
Republican administrations in the past decade imposed a "trick-
le down teacher tax" by slashing social programs, which In turn 
forced states to cut into education aid, the 796,000-member feder-
ation said. 
Av~rage public school teac_hers' wages increased ~-6 p_ercent 
last year, according to the uruon. But m:my teachers, 1! s_m~. !'l'e 
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High expectations 
MSU president offers sound advice 
In his first major address 
to faculty and staff at More' 
head State University, new 
president Ron Eaglin set 
forth his high expectations 
for individual faculty mem-
bers and the school as a 
whole. In so doing, he offered 
some soun(i advice. 
The speech helped estab-
lish a positive - yet firm -
tone for Eaglin's administra-
tion. 
As a regional university, 
Eaglin said Morehead has 
one primary purpose: "We 
must assure the people of 
Kentucky that we will pro-
vide - once that door is 
closed in that cla!;lsroom -
the best we have to offer. Our 
primary mission is to help 
students learn, develop a pos-
itive concept and help them 
realize that they can compete 
with anyone in the world." 
Eaglin also articulated his 
vision of Morehead as a driv-
ing force in this region: 
"There is a crying need for 
the collective intelligence 
and individual intelligence of 
the people in this room," he 
told the faculty. "If this re-
gion is to continue on its 
path of creating a middle 
class and creating op-
portunity for our children, if 
it is to succeed and our cul-
ture is to survive in eastern 
Kentucky, it needs MSU as a 
primary force - not only in 
the classroom, but also in 
these communities." 
We agree. Morehead has 
the expertise to play vital 
~oles in such things as help-
mg schools adjust to massive 
changes taking place in Ken-
Ron Eaglin 
tucky's classrooms, encourag-
ing_ economic development 
and expanding the life of the 
mind. 
"I expect you to be on time, 
be ready and be · prepared," 
Eaglin told faculty members. 
"If you are not, as far as I'm 
concerned you're not profes-
sional. If a person doesn't fit, 
the best thing we can do for 
them is to help them find a 
job somewhere else." 
First impressions are im-
portant, and the first impres-
sion Eaglin gave is that he is 
fully aware of the role of· 
Morehead and will tolerate 
no nonsense in fulfilling it. 
He expects people who work 
for tl:le ··university to give 
their best. The students who _ 
attend l'vlorehead State Uni-
··versity and· ·the taxpayers 
who support it deserve_ noth-
ing less. 
-A service of the Office of Media Relations-
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Despite state's budget woes, Cabinet· 
officials receive 5 percent pay raises 
Associated Press 
FRANKFORT - Most of Gov. 
Brereton Jones' Cabinet secretaries 
ushered in the fiscal year with a 5 
percent pay raise. 
The 1992:94 budget contains no 
raise for state employees in the first 
year except for those earning less 
than $20,000. They received a $360 
a year increase. . 
But a story in The State 
Journal of Frankfort yesterday said 
10 of Jones' 11 Cabinet secretaries 
received a $292-a:inonth raise in 
August, retroactive to July 1. The 
increase boosts their annual salaries 
by $3,500. Starting salary for a 
Cabinet secretary is $70,000. 
"We just looked at all the cir-
• • cumstances and made the decision 
that in my_ mind was consistent 
with good management practices,'' 
said Cabinet Secretary Kevin Hable, 
who was among the 10. 
The only secretary not to re-
ceive the raise was Justice Cabinet 
Secretary Billy Wellman. He didn't 
want to comment on the reason. 
"It's just a personal thing," 
Wellman said. "I didn't know any-
one would find out about it I didn't 
want any recognition for not taking 
an increase." 
Several other upper-level admin-. 
istrators who are paid as much as 
cabinet secretaries also received a ·5 
percent raise, Personnei Depart-
ment records show. Those include 
Personnel Commissioner Shirley 
Clark and Adjutant General Robert 
DeZam: A raise also was pending 
for Chief of Staff Diana Taylor. 
Also, at least eight deputy cabi, 
net secretaries who earned $4,166 a 
month to $5,416 a .. month·· also 
received a 5 percent raise, the 
records show. _ 
Clark, the · personnel commis-
sioner, said the budget restrictions 
applied. only to annual raises. She 
said the six-month increase for the 
Cabinet secretaries is equivalent to 
the 5 percent raise given to merit 
employees after they pass their six-
month probationary period. Instead 
of being called a probationary in, 
crease, the action is termed a "dis-
cretionary increase" . for non-merit 
employees, Clark said. 
The 40 or so jobs in the gover-
nor's office also are non-merit posi-
tions and those hired in December 
received a 5 percent increase as 
well, records show. 
"We determined to treat every · 
new employee the same from top to 
bottom," Hable said. 
Hable also said some longtime 
commissioners and deputy commis-
sioners were making more than the 
new secretaries. He .said .the pay 
raise was needed to avoid making 
the situation worse. 
Lee Jackson, president of the 
Kentucky Association of State Em-
ployees, said the raises showed 
insensitivity on the governor's part . 
"I'm really disappointed. that 
would happen in light of the fact 
that a majority of state employees 
are having to go without an in-
crease at all," he said. 
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Morehead's· . . . ' h ; . -mac o---man 
. . ! . 
is Maggard:: 
in the mi'tldle 
By MIKE EMBRY 
Associated Press 
MOREHEAD, Ky. - Larry Maggard is 
glad it won't be business. as ,usual on the 
Morehead_ State offensive line this :season. 
Tbe Eagles have switched to a multiple-
option from a pass-oriented' Offense; which 
k will require the line to do, a lot more than 
The Sunday lndepen~ent, Ashland, Kentu~ YI hold blocks and protect-the quarterback. 
August 30, 1992 "Pass blocking is real ,easy;'.\,said Mag-
Pike College sets gard, a seni~r center. from Isom, lfy.·''We:re . really working on our run-blocks;, and it's 
enrollment record being ,!°acho because an~dy :can pass-
PIKEVILLE - Pikeville block. : . -:.,•· . , ... 
College on Thursday Macho? -,:,• ·s,•··• ' , 
reported the largest fall ''We get to ~n-bl~ .~o see what we're 
• trat' on in the school's really made of, he sal(L Usually we would 
regis _1 . come out and pass, pass and then run for 
103-year history. . maybe two yards. This year we're going to 
A record 1,070 students , · d 
· t red ~ £~" classes a· run an try to open up !he .pass .every now reg1s e ,or ~- ,_ -.. and then." · ... · · · 
7 perce~t jump from J~t Maggard will be more°kctW~ ~in-tlle new 
year, said college President sets. · ·" 
Bill Owens. ~nd enrollment "I'd like to be real ,quiiik; :because the 
at the small hberal arts main thing of the running game is to cut off 
college ha_s more than linebackers and the secomlaiy,". he said. 
doubled smce 1984, when ''With pass-blocking, it's getting the mari up 
just 453 students attended. front." . :· ,0 · , · 
"Surprisingly, the Maggard, who is 6 feet i;·iinci weighs 275 
leanness of the past ~ear pounds, understands what it will take from 
·has not interfered with our his fellow linemen since he's been in their 
numbers," said John shoes during his career. · 
Sanders, associate dean of "I came here as a tight end," said Mag-
admissions. gard, who played at Whitesburg High 
The college is affiliated School. "I played every· position until two 
with the Presbyterian years ago, when I found·a home at center. I 
Church (U.S.A.) like it there. To me the center is the heart of 
the offensive line. I have .to know the posi-
tions on both sides of·-me;so if they have 
any questions they can· just ask me." · 
Maggard believes the Eagles can do bet• 
ter than the preseason prediction of third 
place in the Ohio Valley Conference be-
cause of an improved attitude. 
"I'm real confident'we cah achievellwin• 
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Centre's enrollment is highest ever 
i:,ANVU.LE, Ky. .:... Centre College will begin classes Sept. 7 
with its highest enrollment ever. 
Tim Culhan, the school's registrar, predicts that 905 students 
will be on campus. Opening enrollment last y~ was 880. Tbe 
previous highest enrollment was 882 students m 1987. 
ning season, plus getting• first or second, 
preferably first, in the conference and make 
it to the playoffs," he said. "Tbe attitude is 
a lot better. 
"In years before we've had a lot of trou-
ble, a Jot of bad influence with the senior 
classes. But this senior class, I think, has 
more leadership and can.provide. a better 
attitude with the team and.go ftom there." 
Maggard,· who ,:will,,graduate, next. M.ay 
with a degree in physical-- education .and 
special education, plans to return-to,Whites• 
burg as a teacher.and coach.,, ... ,,:,,: bey.;• 
-"Back,home;,,they,,ruet.me .llrtclt .. orsup-
port," he said. "I work:J:~ ~~e;,.-high 
schools, back home,,and,t!iey,w:~,a!l.•,real 
supportive before I left::l wish-them, well 
and I hope to see ·most.ofr.theh:Ji11Pl.es.1this 
Sea5QJ1/' ·.' --.-<',.~') Dl"'t•v(){;'i:-• r.i."'""" · • -,~ :-;.~~ H o;;_ -~••H, 
